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Summary
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has been going on for over 70 years. Two parties claim the same land.
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has led to the injury and the death of many people and created a large
number of refugees. A solution is necessary to solve this conflict. The internationally accepted solution
is a solution based on two states: the Two State Solution (TSS). However, the support of the TSS is
decreasing, while the support for a One State Solution (OSS) is growing. Still, US President Trump
presented a new peace proposal in 2020, calling the plan a TSS in a new reality.
The support for every peace proposal partly depends on multiple actors, including the support of NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs). There are multiple NGOs supporting an OSS or a TSS for the
conflict between Israel and Palestine. This research will look at the evaluation of Peace to Prosperity
of NGOs supporting an OSS or TSS. The NGOs in this case are Zochrot, the One State Foundation (OSF),
the Israeli Committee Against House Demolition (ICAHD), Peace Now, Palestinian Centre for Human
Rights (PCHR) and J Street.
The concept of sovereignty is the central element in this research. The definition of sovereignty in this
research is: ‘A political authority’s rule over a population in a demarcated territory that is
internationally recognized and domestically enforced’. This definition combines the components
territory (borders and capital) and authority (administrative and political system) and the dimension
international recognition the domestic control related to individual states and the United Nations (UN).
The dataset consists the document Peace to Prosperity, commonly known as the Trump Deal. Besides,
online platforms are used to look at the evaluation of the NGOs toward Peace to Prosperity. There is
little scientific literature about the use of online platforms by NGOs, but it is an important way to reach
their public to show their vision. Website statements, 71 Facebook posts and 129 Twitter posts
(Tweets) are researched by a framing analysis to look at the evaluation of Peace to Prosperity and the
role of sovereignty in the support or rejection.
This research shows that Peace to Prosperity is a TSS in its name, but an OSS in its content. Israel's
sovereignty is prioritized over Palestinian sovereignty. Israel will control the borders, Palestine will be
a demilitarized state and Palestine will not have a single border for the territory. Israel already controls
Palestine's borders, but Peace to Prosperity will make de facto sovereignty into de jure sovereignty,
e.g. the reality will be legalised by the recognition of the United States (US).
The OSS supporting NGOs, as well as the TSS NGOs rejected Peace to Prosperity. The TSS NGOs could
not relate to this TSS peace proposal, while Peace to Prosperity claims to be a TSS. The NGOs referred
to terms as Annexation Deal or Colonial Plan. The rejection included multiple aspects of sovereignty.
The most important elements are the borders issue and Israel as the actor which is not respecting the
territory.
While the debate on the solution is between an OSS versus a TSS, this research shows that there is not
one single OSS or TSS. There are multiple visions of an OSS or a TSS. The visions on sovereignty between
the OSS NGOs are different, the visions on sovereignty between the TSS NGOs are also different and
none of the TSS NGOs envisioned the TSS plan of Trump.
Yet, this research did only focus on specific elements of sovereignty in Peace to Prosperity. More
research is needed to include also other elements of the OSS or TSS visions, such as the refugee issue
in the rejection of Peace to Prosperity. Besides, this research did only focus on the role of NGOs and
not on the support or rejection by states. Future research is needed to provide more information about
the support for this peace proposal.
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It is quite common to hear high officials in Washington and elsewhere speak of changing the map of
the Middle East, as if ancient societies and myriad peoples can be shaken up like so many peanuts in a
jar.
Edward W. Said
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1. Introduction
The president of the United States, Donald Trump, presented a new peace proposal for the Israeli –
Palestinian conflict on the 28th of January 2020. The document of this peace proposal is officially called
Peace to Prosperity. It is the latest peace proposal for the conflict between Israel and Palestine. The
Oslo Agreements (1993-2000), Camp David process (2000-2001) or the direct talks in the last decades
are some of the predecessors of Peace to Prosperity. The main goal of a peace process should be to
stop the violence and create a sustainable environment and living space for all people in the region
(Farsakh, 2016; Barak, 2005).
The success of Peace to Prosperity depends on the support of different (political) actors. The
international community, individual states, the government of Israel and Palestine and NonGovernmental Organisations (NGOs) influence the success of Peace to Prosperity (Thomas, 2001;
Marcinkute, 2011). The NGOs have a particular vision for the solution between Israel and Palestine.
The NGOs are civil initiatives around the peace process. There are different NGOs that challenge the
political authorities in the Israeli - Palestinian conflict (Rogers & Ben-David, 2008).
The Oslo Agreements, Camp David process and Peace to Prosperity are focused on the Two State
Solution (TSS). The idea of a TSS is based on one state for Israel and one state for Palestine. Due to the
failure of implementing the Oslo Agreement and the Camp David process, the One State Solution (OSS)
could be an alternative. The interest in the OSS has been growing in the academic world and the Israeli
and Palestinian society in the last decade (PSR, 2019). The vision of the OSS is one democratic state,
which is currently called Israel and the Palestinian Territories (Farsakh, 2011; Habib, 2016; Farsakh,
2016; Lovatt, 2017; Murray, 2020).
The support of NGOs for Peace to Prosperity might depend on their position regarding the solution.
NGOs could support the OSS or the TSS and this preference might affect their stance towards any peace
proposal. This research explores if and in what ways this is the case. NGOs could undermine or support
peace processes and they could undermine sovereignty. The success of Peace to Prosperity depends
on the solution on sovereignty, including the support of NGOs.
Sovereignty is a core issue of contestation in the conflict between Israel and Palestine and hence in
any peace proposal (Krasnar, 2001). Sovereignty is a continuum between Territory, Authority,
International Recognition and the Domestic Control. The preferences of an NGO for an OSS or a TSS
depends on the interpretation of sovereignty. The interpretation of sovereignty will affect the
evaluation of the NGO on Peace to Prosperity. Does the fact that Peace to Prosperity is a TSS means
that the NGOs who support a TSS also supports the Peace to Prosperity more than the NGOs who
support an OSS? This gives an answer to the question when NGOs will support peace initiatives and
which role the NGOs have in the peace initiative.
This research explores the point of views of NGOs, which are supporting the OSS or the TSS in
combination with their position on sovereignty relating to Peace to Prosperity. NGOs are still a relative
blind spot in the peace processes between Israel and Palestine. Besides, their position in sovereignty
is not defined. The research focusses on six organisations supporting the OSS or TSS. The organisations
are the Israeli Committee Against House Demolitions (ICAHD), One State Foundation (OSF), Zochrot,
Peace Now, Palestine Centre for Human Rights (PCHR) and J Street. Their evaluation of Peace to
Prosperity will be researched by online data. The debates on the NGOs, Peace to Prosperity and online
date generates multiple scientific and societal contributions.
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1.1.

Scientific relevance

This research contributes to several empirical and conceptual debates. First of all, it contributes
empirically to the literature about Peace to Prosperity. Second, this research gives insight in the debate
on the One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS). Third, this research looks to the
vision of NGOs for an OSS or TSS. Fourth, the concept of sovereignty will be discussed, including the
perspective of NGOs. Fifth, this research contributes to the literature about social media by using the
social media posts of NGOs.
First, before the release of Peace to Prosperity, multiple peace proposals between Israel and the
Palestinian Authority have passed. The Oslo Agreement was studied by Shlaim (1994), Sasley (2010)
and Farsakh (2011) and is still a theme with Tilley (2015), Bouris & Kyris (2017), Shlaim (2016), Asfour
(2018) and Kaunert & Wertman (2019). However, Peace to Prosperity is made in today's reality and
there is relatively little academic work discussing it. Only Kilani, Alaieg & Mussaui- Ulianishcheva (2020)
recently published a scientific article about Peace to Prosperity. They made a comparison between
Peace to Prosperity and the Oslo Agreements. They concluded that Peace to Prosperity will look like
an OSS. However, they do not define an OSS or TSS. This research contributes scientifically by giving
insight into how an OSS or a TSS will look like.
Second, this research contributes to the debate between de OSS and the TSS. The TSS would meF Israeli
and one Palestinian state. An OSS would mean that the Israelis and Palestinians are living together in
one state from the Mediterranean Sea to the Jordan River (Farsakh, 2011). The 'traditional' TSS is
discussed by Newman (1996), Kelman (1998), Waxman (2011) and Miller (2016). However, there has
been attention to the OSS in the last decade (Farsakh, 2011; Habib, 2016; Farsakh, 2016; Lovatt, 2017).
The debate of the OSS and the TSS has not been discussed by the concept of sovereignty so far.
Sovereignty has been discussed in the TSS but rather focuses on the sovereign future of Israel, for
instance by Rebhun & Malach (2012). Levine (1972) Kahlidi (1978) and Sayigh (1995) discussed the
future of a sovereign Palestinian state in a TSS. This research will look into the definition of an OSS or
a TSS and what the vision – apart from the logical one versus two states - will look like.
Third, the concept of sovereignty in the OSS and TSS will be further explored in this research. This
research looks to the OSS and TSS from the perspective of NGOs. Political authorities have traditionally
the power to control sovereignty. However, Thomas (2001) and Marcinkute (2011) argue that NGO’s
challenge this role. NGOs have the power to discuss and protest against the sovereign status of a
political authority. The role of NGOs in the conflict between Israel and Palestine has been discussed by
Hammami (2000), Jarrar (2005), Jamal (2008), Cochrane (2000) and Payes (2003). Nevertheless, the
role of sovereignty and NGOs who support the OSS or the TSS has not been discussed so far. Yet, NGOs
can potentially challenge the role of the sovereign status of countries (Thomas, 2001; Marcinkute,
2011).
Fourth, the concept of sovereignty will be discussed in this research. It will be related to the vision of
NGOs on the solution for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Sovereignty is the recognition of states and
the functionality of an authority to rule within a territory (Krasnar, 2001; Flint, 2017). The concept of
sovereignty is at stake due to the processes of globalisation throughout the world (Angew, 2005; Barkin
& Cronin, 1994; Annan, 1999). Therefore, some authors argue that sovereignty is not important
anymore. Yet, others argue sovereignty is still important in this world (Grinin, 2009; Ben-Elizier &
Feinstein, 2007). This research will clarify if sovereignty is still important in today's world by focussing
on NGOs. It will explore the vision of NGOs on sovereignty and how NGOs visions on sovereignty affect
their role in peace initiatives, which will contribute to literature about sovereignty and peace
initiatives.
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Fifth, social media will be used in the dataset to analyse the NGOs point of view towards Peace to
Prosperity. Zeithof (2011; 2017) has argued a lot about the importance of social media in the case of
Israel and Palestine. Zeithof (2017) has focused on the official social media account of the Israeli and
the US government, the UN and Hamas. Siapera (2014) focused on Palestinian citizens who used the
hashtag #palestine on Twitter. Besides, Groves (2017) has researched the reaction of British people on
the Gaza war in 2014. Najjar (2010) has focused on Palestinian social media messages during the Gaza
war. Yet, there is no research on social media account of different NGOs related to the conflict between
Israel and Palestine, while there is literature that confirms the influence of social media of NGOs to the
public (Davies, 2013). This research will provide new insight into NGOs on social media in a conflict
area and NGOs framing in a globalised world.

1.2.

Societal relevance

This research contributes to several societal debates. The scientific relevance in the academic debate
as mentioned above has real-life repercussions and contributes to the understanding of these real-life
contributions. First this research contributes to the understanding of a One State Solution (OSS) or a
Two State Solution (TSS). Second, this research contributes to the support or rejection of people for
Trump's peace proposal. Third, this research explores the role of NGOs in a peace initiative. Fourth,
this study contributes by using the NGOs social media posts.
First, this research also contributes to the debate between OSS and the TSS. The OSS and the TSS are
considered as if is an option to choose between the two solutions. Talking about the OSS and TSS is
often without considering what the implementation of an OSS or TSS looks like in a concrete proposal
(Farsakh, 2011; Habib, 2016; Farsakh, 2016; Lovatt, 2017). This research contributes to the discussion
of the OSS and TSS by focussing on the reactions of Peace to Prosperity. This research will demonstrate
the differences between or within the OSS and TSS.
Second, this study focusses on Peace to Prosperity. Peace to Prosperity has a huge impact on the daily
life of people. Peace to Prosperity proposes new boundaries and territories for Israel and Palestine,
which could influence daily routines due to extra checkpoints and other security regulations. Peace to
Prosperity will lead in some cases to change of citizenship status due to land swaps. Implications of
Peace to Prosperity have already happened by the official annexation of the West Bank by Israel on
the 1st of July 2020. This research explores insight into Peace to Prosperity and what the consequences
for people living in Israel or Palestinian Territories will be and what their official land will be called.
Third, political representatives usually respond and evaluate peace proposals. However, NGOs could
challenge the decisions made by politicians. They can reject or support Peace to Prosperity to legitimize
the deal. They could frame the Peace to Prosperity from their perspective to get more support (Rogers
& Ben-David, 2008; Bosselman, 1997). NGOs in the Arab world are considered very important. They
promote democracies and modernisation processes of countries (Jad, 2007). This research contributes
by exploring the vision of NGOs for an OSS and TSS and their role in peace processes between Israel
and Palestine.
Fourth, this research studies the social media of NGOs and their posts about Peace to Prosperity. Social
media is also used in conflict areas, which creates possibilities for people in the conflict situation. The
first large social media success campaign was during the Arab Spring. The Arab spring spread from
Egypt and Tunisia to other Arab countries due to social media (Niekerk & Maharaj, 2013). Besides,
Zeithof (2011) focused on the logistic support of the war between Israel and Palestine through the use
of social media. This research gives insight in NGOs social media posts and the relation with the public
and NGOs by focussing on the vision of the NGOs on social media.
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1.3.

Research objective

Peace to Prosperity is the latest peace proposal between Israel and Palestine. Different escalations
between Israel and the Palestine Territories have been passed in the last decades. Previous peace
proposals based on a Two State Solution (TSS) have not resolved the conflict so far (Unger, 2002; Barak,
2005; Farsakh, 2011; Kelman, 2018). This creates more support for the One State Solution (OSS), after
the failure of implementing a viable TSS. According to Farsakh (2011), the OSS could gain support if
they present and frame themselves as a realistic option instead of a TSS.
This research will look upon the latest peace agreement and the evaluation of Trump’s peace proposal.
The evaluation will be studied by six NGOs who support the One State Solution (OSS) or the Two State
Solution (TSS) in the conflict of between Israel and Palestine. Peace to Prosperity is important for NGOs
supporting an OSS or a TSS. OSS NGOs want to present the OSS as a viable solution for the conflict.
Besides, the NGOs supporting a TSS could strengthen Peace to Prosperity, because the proposal is
based on a TSS. It shows the possible success of Peace to Prosperity.
The vision of an NGO on sovereignty would affect their assessment of a peace proposal. This study will
focus on a peace proposal for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The vision of OSS and TSS supporting
NGOs affects their assessment of Peace to Prosperity. Both solutions have another idea about the
implications of sovereignty for the future state(s) in the region. A way to analyse this support is via the
use of social media. Therefore, the main question of this research will be:
How does NGOs support for either the One State Solution or the Two State Solution in the IsraelPalestine conflict affect their evaluation of the Peace to Prosperity in online sources?
Peace to Prosperity and the OSS and TSS will be further explained by the role of sovereignty.
Sovereignty is a key-concept in peace proposals. Sovereignty combines the territory, authority, the
international recognition and the control of the authority within the territory (Krasnar, 2001; Barnett,
1995). Therefore, there are four sub-questions to answer the main question:
1.

What sovereignty arrangement does Peace to Prosperity propose?

2.

How do different NGOs interpret sovereignty?

3.

What is the attitude of NGOs supporting an OSS or TSS toward Peace to Prosperity on social
media and their websites?

4.

What is the role of sovereignty in the online evaluation of Peace to Prosperity of these
NGOs?
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1.4.

Research outline and considerations

This first chapter showed the relevance of this research and the research questions. Chapter two will
discuss the scientific literature about conflict, a peace proposal, sovereignty and NGOs related to the
One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS) for the Israeli Palestinian conflict. Chapter
two will end with a conceptual model. Chapter three shows the operationalisation of the conceptual
model, the data set and the type of analysis. The chapter ends with a reflexivity on the methods.
Chapter four will discuss the first sub-question. Peace to Prosperity is the central topic of that chapter.
Chapter five will discuss the role of NGOs, including the second, third and fourth sub-question. It will
discuss the vision of the NGOs on the solution, their attitude toward Peace to Prosperity and the role
of sovereignty in their support or rejection. The main research question, the contributions of this
research, limitations and the possibilities for future research will be answered in chapter 6.
Using a name to define Israel or Palestine is inherently problematic. The researcher will name Israel as
it is recognised by the international community today. Palestine will be named Palestinian Territories,
as they are still not recognised by all international states, including their seat in the UN. However, in
the discussion about Peace to Prosperity it is about the State of Israel and the State of Palestine. This
discussion is thus based on 'Israel' and 'Palestine' and the researcher will follow the line of Peace to
Prosperity in naming both states.
The discussion of Israel and Palestinian Territories (or Palestine in Peace to Prosperity) explicitly relate
to a TSS. The names of Israel or Palestine could be confused with the definition of Palestine before
1948 or ‘Eretz Israel’. Therefore, by referring to the OSS the researcher will use the term ‘One State’.
The term One State does not refer to a big Israeli or Palestinian vision for a solution.
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2. Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework starts with an introduction to conflict studies and peace initiatives. The
theoretical framework argues that sovereignty is one of the key concepts to solve a conflict.
Sovereignty is explained by two components and two dimensions. These components and dimensions
are applied to the case of the conflict between Israel and Palestine. Sovereignty is linked to the One
State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS). The role of NGOs in peace initiatives and the
Israeli and Palestinian conflict are also discussed. The theoretical framework ends with a conceptual
model, which is the basis for the data analysis.

2.1.

Conflict & Peace initiatives

A peace initiative starts when a conflict is going on. A conflict could exist between individuals or groups.
A conflict can include multiple parties, where at least one party expresses its frustration (Aubert, 1963).
Demmers (2012) identifies different types of conflict. There are inter- or intra state wars or civil wars.
A war is identified by more than 1000 battle-related deaths. Besides, there are other types of conflict.
These conflicts have not more than 1000 battle-related deaths, but there is still friction between
multiple parties. Demmers (2012) also argues that there are 'network wars' related to hacking
computers, but it does not relate to the traditional definition of war.
Every conflict has three components. There is an incompatibility, there are conflict attitudes and there
is conflict behaviour. The incompatibility is that the vision of one party is blocked by one or multiple
parties. Conflict attitudes are the perception of parties in conflict (Galtung, 1969; Demmers, 2012).
There could be emotions, such as anger, fear or cognitive processes, for instance, a tunnel vision.
Conflict behaviour relates to the intentions of one or multiple parties to modify or abandon their goals
to have peace (Demmers, 2012). The three components are different for every conflict. Therefore,
there is no blueprint to solve a conflict.
A third party could be involved to resolve the conflict. The third party has a strong position and wants
to solve the conflict. However, the third party could ally with one of the conflicting actors, so there is
an asymmetrical vision in the proposed vision to solve a conflict. Therefore, an outsider party could
jeopardy the solution of a conflict (Aubert, 1963). The case-study in this research is the Peace to
Prosperity. The United States (US) can be identified as the third party initiator of a peace initiative to
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

2.1.1. Peace initiative
A conflict is resolved by peace. Peace, as the meaning in English, has two dimensions: violence and
harmony (Galtung, 1969). The indication violence is called negative peace. This dimension is a
continuum between high and low levels of violence. The lower levels of violence indicate higher values
of peace. The higher level of violence indicates lower levels of peace. Violence is the physical use of
power. The outcome of violence could be death, an injury or psychological harm. The indication
harmony is called positive peace. There is a positive view on the relationships between individuals,
groups, communities, nations or states (Anderson, 2004; Galtung, 1969).
Anderson (2004) therefore defines peace as: ‘The condition in which individuals, families, groups,
communities, and/or nations experience low levels of violence and engage in mutually harmonious
relationships.’ This definition indicates that the condition of peace is static. However, peace is also a
process. By adding the word 'process' it means that the system of peace can change, or violence
changes to peace (Anderson, 2004). An important moment in the development of peace is that peace
processes only exists if two or more parties are favouring negotiations over violence and realize that
peace is the best option for the long-term (Mor, 1997).
15

This research will not use the term peace process to describe Peace to Prosperity. The Palestinians
were not on the negotiating table and therefore rejected Peace to Prosperity. Trump’s plan was rather
a peace proposal instead of a process. Zartman (2001) argues that peace initiatives are only working if
all parties are ready to solve the conflict. Both parties need to feel the negativities of a deadlock. If the
parties are ready for a peace initiative they have to seek a solution. In all cases, parties have to make
concessions to come to a peace agreement (Zartman, 2001). Mor (1997) argued that other parties
could still mediate between conflicting parties in a conflict. Yet, both parties have to be on the table
to come to a viable solution, which was not the case in Peace to Prosperity. Trump’s plan only had
Israel and the United States (US) on the table, excluding Palestine and United Nation’s (UN).
One of the biggest actors in the international order is the UN. The UN has an active role in managing
international relations and expanding peace in the world. Peace-making in the UN is focused on two
pillars according to Barnett (1995). First, the UN is mostly focused on North-South relations and is an
important actor in the Global South. Besides, UN peacekeeping acts in the international world-system
and is focused on the word-order, including the recognition of states.
The UN facilitates peace initiatives. These peace initiatives includes the concept of sovereignty.
Peacekeeping by the UN or other mediators, such as the US in this study, reflect the problems of
sovereignty for an area. Peace initiatives have to deal with territory and authority, the control of a
territory and must have international recognition (Barnett, 1995). Thus, sovereignty is one of the main
contestations in conflict and hence in a peace process. Peace initiatives include a proposed vision for
a territory, based on international recognition (Krasnar, 2001). A status of sovereignty for the territory
of a state is the outcome of a peace initiative. The next section will debate this key concept of peace
initiatives.

2.2.

Defining sovereignty

Sovereignty is a central concept in political violent conflicts and therefore in the initiatives to resolve
them, especially in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Sovereignty has long been discussed in terms of a
utopia, based on a concept from the 17th century (Scott, 1996; Flint & Taylor, 2018; Agnew, 2005).
However, other researchers put sovereignty at stake in this globalised world (Angew, 2005; Barkin &
Cronin, 1994). This section discusses the concept of sovereignty.
Sovereignty has multiple functions. The 'sovereignty' touches the abilities, practices and the status of
states. Sovereignty can be considered as a practice, for instance to control border movement. It might
be seen as an ability. A government could make rules due to sovereignty. Moreover, sovereignty can
be regarded as a status which is necessary for a state to function. (Krasnar, 2001). This research will
focus on sovereignty as a status for states.
The functions of sovereignty create multiple definitions of sovereignty (Barkin & Cronin, 1994; Krasnar,
2001; Flint, 2017). The broadest definition of sovereignty is used by Flint (2017). Flint (2017) defines
sovereignty as: the right to rule within a demarcated territory. The definition consists of different parts.
There is a right to rule, a territory and a political authority which has the right to control the territory
(Flint, 2017; Agnew, 2005).
James (1984) adds that sovereignty has something to do with power. Pogge (1992) defines sovereignty
as: the unequal power relationship between actors. Sovereignty only exists if one actor is a political
authority and could rule over people. The political authority could make rules, judge, punish and act
vis-a-vis to other agencies (Pogge, 1992).
Pogge (1992) and James (1984) and Flint (2017) have only one type of sovereignty. Barkin & Cronin
(1994) and Krasnar (2001) have multiple types of sovereignty. Barkin & Cronin (1994) add the concept
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of national sovereignty to sovereignty for states. National sovereignty relates to a dimension of
domestic control. State sovereignty is the relationship between territory and the sovereign authority,
whereas national sovereignty is the relation between the population and the sovereign authority
(Barkin & Cronin, 1994). Thus there is state sovereignty - the external sovereignty - and there is
national sovereignty - the internal sovereignty (Barkin & Cronin, 1994).
This research will elaborate on Krasnar's (2001) types of sovereignty. Krasnar's (2001) model is most
inclusive in explaining and integrating the traditional type of sovereignty, the internal and external
sovereignty types and takes the processes of globalisation into account. Krasnar (2001) defines four
types of sovereignty in which he includes state sovereignty as well as national affairs. These types are
Westphalian sovereignty – the international recognition of states-, international legal sovereignty –
juridical agreements between states -, interdependence sovereignty - internal sovereignty - and
domestic sovereignty – the ability of an authority to rule. The four elements which Krasnar (2001)
describes have some similarity. For instance, Westphalia sovereignty already includes some sort of
international recognition. In all the elements of Krasnar (2001) there are two 'fixed' components:
Territory and Authority. Besides, there are two dimensions in his model: the International Recognition
and the Domestic Control of a state.
To understand the concept of sovereignty, the transformation of sovereignty must be understood.
Sovereignty is used as a fixed concept, but through the processes of globalisation it becomes harder
to define the sovereignty as a status for states. As shown in the definition, there are multiple
definitions of sovereignty by some authors. This directly relates to the transformation of sovereignty
as a concept, which will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.1. Transformation of sovereignty
The concept of sovereignty has changed in the last five centuries. The concept of sovereignty became
important in 1648. European leaders recognised territories for the first time during The treaty of
Westphalia in 1648 (Flint & Taylor, 2018). International relations were based on the higher authority
and 'collective security' of states and nations, related to a feudal or imperial system before the Treaty
of Westphalia (Herz, 1957; Flint, 2017). The Treaty of Westphalia created clarity and order in Europe
(Flint & Taylor, 2018; Agnew, 2005).
Sovereignty started as a Eurocentric model by the Treaty of Westphalia. The concept of sovereignty is
made by a specific geographical and historical perspective to order the world. It was created in a
diffused Europe, in a scattered landscape after a feudal system and at the start of colonialism. The
concept of sovereignty became a global idea through colonialism. However, the implications of
sovereignty as in the Treaty of Westphalian is not a blueprint for every geographical and historical
scale. The traditional idea of governance by states in the Middle-East in times of postcolonialism
caused various problems (Scott, 1996).
The vision of sovereignty is in essence state-centric. A state is a demarcated territory where a
government can rule over people. A state has the function to facilitate economic growth, using taxes
and provide public goods, such as ways or internal and external security (Flint & Taylor, 2018). Without
sovereignty, there is no state, and without a state, there is no sovereignty (Flint, 2017). However, there
is also literature about the governance of non-state actors and de facto sovereignty. It demonstrates
that other political actors can also have the legitimate right to rule (Colangelo, 2009).
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Globalisation
The traditional nation-states, as represented in the Treaty of Westphalia, are challenged by the process
of globalisation (Angew, 2005; Barkin & Cronin, 1994). Globalisation is a process of growing network
flows of people, knowledge or trade. The intensity of these networks are expanding wider and faster
than before (Flint, 2017). The traditional nation-states are confronted by transnational powers, such
as the UN, the EU, ASEAN, Multi-National Organisations (MNOs’) or Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs). The traditional nation-states are not only threatened by top-down organisations, but also by
bottom-up initiatives, such as NGOs initiatives.
NGOs or international-state organisations operate beyond transnational borders. The global networks
in the international system are becoming more important (Walker, 2013). For instance, the defensive
capability and military services are still provided by states but are working under a broader framework,
such as the NATO (Herz, 1957; Agnew, 2005). This begs the question of whether sovereignty is still the
main organizing principle of governance. However, Ben-Eliezer & Feinstein (2007) argue that the
processes of globalisation do not erode state sovereignty. States are still the basis on which global
networks are built.
The current reality, by processes of globalisation, does not reflect traditional Westphalian sovereignty.
The concept of sovereignty is still one of the main principles in peace-building and peace processes,
even if it is not a feasible idea. States still aspire to get the status of sovereignty. The Treaty of
Westphalia and the UN-member seats make one thing clear about sovereignty: international
recognition is important to get sovereignty. Not all territories are directly a sovereign state. A political
entity is not sovereign by declaring itself as sovereign. Sovereignty is an arrangement with other states.
States have to accept and recognise each other. The legitimate existence is related to the inter-state
system and its norms (Flint & Taylor, 2018).
The legitimacy of states and their sovereign status is important in peace initiatives. The Treaty of
Westphalia is still the basis of this modern world-system. It is an agreement within the international
community that states have the monopoly to rule in a territory over people. Peace initiatives, including
Peace to Prosperity, are expected to include a sovereign state in the modern world-system. However,
the status of sovereignty for states is rather an ideal situation than a reality.

2.2.2. Working definition
Krasnar (2001) uses four types of sovereignty: Westphalian sovereignty, international legal
sovereignty, interdependence sovereignty and domestic sovereignty. However, the elements in
Krasnar’s (2001) model have some overlap. Besides, also international organisations, such as NGOs
have influence in state sovereignty. Therefore, the working definition of sovereignty for this research
departs from two components – Authority and Territory - and two dimensions – International
Recognition and Domestic Control. Sovereignty will be defined as:
A political authority’s rule over a population in a demarcated territory that is internationally
recognized and domestically enforced.
Sovereignty is partial and contested. Part of your land could be sovereign and other parts are not.
Besides, sovereignty could change. Sovereignty is more like a continuum than something you have
under specific conditions. The contested nature of sovereignty has implications for conflict and peace
process. A peace process could include international recognition, but to get domestic control, much
more effort is needed. A peace plan could be an ideal situation of an international idea, based on
thoughts of Westphalian sovereignty, but the reality could be different.
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The elements of sovereignty in the workings definition have different outcomes in the One State
Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS). The next sections will debate the components of
sovereignty – the Territory and Authority – and the dimensions of sovereignty – International
Recognition and Domestic Control. Afterwards, the components and dimensions will reflect on Israel
and Palestine concerning the OSS and the TSS.

2.3.

Elements of sovereignty

This section will discuss the two components – Territory and Authority – and the two dimensions –
International Recognition and Domestic control. The two components both have a sub-component.
The territory has the sub-components Borders and Capitals. The Authority has the sub-components
Political System and Administrative System. This will be explained and further discussed in the
following section.

2.3.1. Component 1: Territory
The first component of sovereignty is a territory. It is important to have territorial borders if
sovereignty is one exclusive power over one territory (Parker & Adler-Nissen, 2012). Territories
categorize and order the world (Van Houtum & Naersen 2001). The territory was 'taken for granted' in
the past and something what was just there (Painter, 2010; Elden, 2010). A territory could close the
borders for internal activities and exclude another territory with their activities (Cox, 2002). Territories
are necessary to give people a more comfortable feeling. It is a feeling of safety (Newman & Paasi,
1998). However, last decades the concept of territory has been more discussed (Elden, 2010; Van
Houtum & Naersen 2001).
Territories are identifiable areas with a boundary. If a territory becomes a state, a capital will be
assigned within that boundary (Flint, 2017; Painter, 2010). Boundaries are understood as homogenous
geographical spaces. The territory is claimed by a group of people or just by one person. The one who
claims the land can act on the land (Cowen & Gilbert, 2008; Painter, 2010). Cowen & Gilbert (2008)
argue that the person who claims the land has sovereignty. However, sovereignty is not only a claim
of one person or a group of people. Also, the international community is involved to give a sovereignty
status (Krasnar, 2001).
A territory is understood as a demarcated area with a boundary and a capital if it is a state. Borders
are seen as fixed spaces (Painter, 2010). However, borders are not necessarily fixed. Borders change
over time. Borders have become harder to determine than in the past. Technological developments,
new communication networks and the travel networks to cross borders change the way of borders
(Parker & Adler-Nissen, 2012 ). Therefore, Van Houtum & Naerssen (2001) use the term bordering
instead of borders. The term bordering describes borders as flexible lines which change over time.
Besides, states have the power to manipulate borders.
Capital
Capitals are the control areas of a state’s territory. Capitals focus on decisions made by politics, but
also have a high symbolic value. European centric capitals can be traced back to the rise of the start of
the world-economy. Logistics for mercantilist increased the involvement of politics to dominate
territory. The political centres made the decisions in specific territories. These are called the ‘primate
capital cities’, such as London or Paris (Flint & Taylor, 2018).
There are also capitals made by conscious of semi-peripheral ideas. Brasilia - located in the inland of
Brasil-, Ottowa – between the French and English speaking areas-, Washington D.C. - still far behind in
size of New York of Los Angeles -, or Canberra -between Sydney and Melbourne (Flint & Taylor, 2018).
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The symbolic-, political- and economic value and the conscious idea to a specific city makes a capital
important for a territorial state.
Territories – the boundaries and capital - are not fixed and static concepts. Therefore, sovereignty is
not a fixed concept as well. State sovereignty changes if the territory becomes part of a new territory.
This is an important notion to conflicts which are going on for a long time, such as the conflict between
Israel and Palestine. Peace proposals have to adopt new strategies and the changing borders.

2.3.2. Component 2: Political Authority
The second component of sovereignty is the political authority. A demarcated territory usually has one
authority who has the final power. The people within the territory are subjected to the authority of
the state (Flint, 2017). The dominant factor of the authority is the power over people (James, 1984).
An authority consists of two sub-components: a political system and an administrative system.
The first sub-component of an authority is the political system. An authority’s political system is in
most cases a legal and (semi)-democratic government. The democratic government rules within the
territory and has the dominance. It would not be pushed away and has an ongoing structure (James,
1984). Democracy is based on votes of the majority of people. However, there are different types of
democratic structures, such as majoritarian governments – a one winner system or a consensual
government – like Belgium or the Netherlands (Anderson & Guillory, 1997).
Agnew (2005) defines sovereignty based on the type of authority’s political system, as presented in
figure 2.1. There is a Classic, Globalist, Integrative and Imperialist state territoriality in his model. The
type of sovereignty is related to the type of regime. His model is much more focused on the authority
of a state than by Krasnar (2001). Also, Krasnar (2001) focusses on state authority but is integrating
authority in his models and not explicitly mentioning the political system of an authority.
Figure 2.1: State Territoriality
Stronger
CENTRAL STATE AUTRHORITY
Weaker
Agnew, 2005

Consolidated
Classic

Open
Globalist

Intergrative

Imperialist

The second sub-component of an authority is the administrative system. The administrative system is
the provision of public goods. For instance, an authority has an administrative function - registering
the people- or have police and military to protect people. The authority could function by the use of
taxes and its political representation. The government gives norms for daily life in the territory. Thus
the administrative system creates the ability of an authority to function (Terpstra & Ferks, 2018).

2.3.3.

Dimension 1: International recognition

There are two dimensions of sovereignty. The dimensions are not hard to define but are more
debatable. The first dimension is the international recognition of the territory – its borders and capitals
- and the political authority – the political and administrative system (Florea, 2017; Krasnar, 2001).
International recognition is an agreement between states. International recognition is the
international acceptance of an authority in a demarcated territory. International recognition and the
implications of these dimensions are built on the implementations of international values related to a
utopian type of a Westphalian state-system.
The similarity between sovereign states is that they have agreed to accept each other’s territory and
authority on an international level. Those states with agreements are therefore sovereign. States who
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are not actively part of the international stage are not sovereign. Thus, sovereignty is an act of the
international level (James, 1984). However, the level of sovereignty by international recognition
depends on the recognition of the world-leading states. States with more power also give more weight
to the recognition of another country (Flint & Taylor, 2018).
International recognition is rather a continuum than a fixed concept. Intra-or interstate organisations
as the UN give more weight to the recognition of a state. Besides, some states or institutions could
give more weight to recognition than other states (James, 1984). If the United States accept the
authority in a territory, the status is much more influential than the international acceptance of a state
as Nicaragua (Flint & Taylor, 2018). Moreover, the ties of an authority with other states influence their
position in a peace proposal. A peace proposal could favour the authority with stronger international
relations.

2.3.4. Dimension 2: Domestic Control
The second dimension of sovereignty is Domestic Control. International recognition focusses on the
state-building processes and the international acceptance of an authority. This is also called de jure
sovereignty. The domestic control focusses on the actual power of the authority within the territory,
which relates to de facto sovereignty. De facto sovereignty is the authority who has actually the power.
This could be different than the internationally accepted authority. An example is explained by
Colangelo (2009). Guantanamo Bay is on Cuba's territory. The rules of Cuba would be imposed in its
territory. However, the United States has de facto sovereignty, because the US overrule the de jure
sovereignty of Cuba. The dimension Domestic Control is therefore about the respect of an authority in
a territory.
The decision making and control could also be in the hands of supranational institutions or smaller
political entities, such as the European Union (EU), the United Nations (UN) or the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) (Pogge, 1992; Krasnar, 2001). Nation-states have to implement human rights or
environmental issues discussed in the supranational organisations (Krasner, 2001). Yet, states have
representatives in the supranational systems. They decide over the status of sovereignty. At least,
when a state has a representative on the table in a supranational organisation and is able and allowed
to participate, they are internationally accepted. Yet it does not say anything about their de facto
power (Barkin & Cronin, 1994).
Concluding, there are two more or less fixed components in sovereignty. These components are fixed
in the concept of sovereignty but are not static by itself. The components are Territory and Authority.
The Territory has two sub-components: a border and a capital. The Authority also has two subcomponents: a political- and administrative system. Besides, there are two dimensions, International
Recognition and Domestic Control. Individual states and organisations and the UN recognise and
respect the territory and authority. These outcomes are presented in figure 2.2.
A peace proposal, in this case-study Peace to Prosperity, is related to these components and
dimensions of sovereignty. A peace initiative could look like a decent proposal, but the situation on
the ground could be different than the proposed situation. Therefore, it is important to look who is
actually in power in a territory. The context and a description of the situation of a specific case is
necessary to get more information. The components and dimensions discussed in this section will be
the basis for the debate about sovereignty in Israel and Palestine. Besides, it will be applied to the One
State Solution (OSS) and Two State Solution (TSS).
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Figure 2.2: Relationship components and dimensions of sovereignty
Dimensions →
Components ↓
Territory
Borders
Capital

Authority
Political
system
Administrative
system

2.4.

International recognition
Which individual states or
organisations?
Recognition by the UN?
What guarantees are there to ensure
that:
Borders are recognized?
The designated capital is
recognized?
What guarantees are there to ensure
that:
The political system is
recognized?
The administrative system is
recognized?

Domestic control
Which individual states or
organisations?
Respected by the UN?
What guarantees are there to ensure that:
Borders are respected?
The designation of the capital is
respected?
What guarantees are there to ensure that:
The political system is respected?
The administrative system is
respected?

Sovereignty of Israel and Palestine

The previous section has discussed sovereignty by explaining the two components Territory and
Authority – including the sub-components borders, capital, political- and administrative function - and
two dimensions International Recognition and Domestic Control. This section applies to the discussion
on the components and dimensions in the case-area of this research: Israel and Palestine. The
discussion relates to the One State Solution (OSS) and Two State Solution (TSS) to solve this particular
conflict. This section is an elaboration of the previous section. It will be in more empirical context than
theoretical. Section 2.5. continuous the theoretical discussion. That section will debate the role of
NGOs in general, in peace initiatives and their role in state sovereignty.

2.4.1. Component 1: Territory
The first component of sovereignty is the territory. The territory has two subcomponents: borders and
the capital. The external border of Israel/Palestine is between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean
sea. The borders of Israel are presented in figure 2.3. Israel's international legal borders are on the 'line
of 1967'. The contested areas are the Golan Heights and the situations in the West Bank. Palestine's
official borders are the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
Israel controls parts of the West Bank since 1967. The settlements are not official jurisdictions of Israel.
Yiftachel (1999) concludes that the borders of Israel and Palestine are continuously changing. Defining
the borders of Israel and Palestine are not clear and depends on the recognition of a state or
organisation. Most individual states and organisations recognise the territory of Israel on the line of
1967. However, the borders of Palestine are unclear. Therefore, Gazit (2009) uses the term
'fragmented sovereignty' in the West Bank.
The Palestinian and Israeli settlements in the West Bank are autonomous cores of power, also known
as Areas A, B and C. Israeli presence and planning policies in the West Bank makes sovereignty for the
territory of a Palestinian state impossible. Only area A in the West Bank comes close to sovereignty,
which is the territory under the Palestinian Authority (Feldman, 2008). Thus, Israel has de jure and a
de facto sovereignty in the West Bank, whereas Palestine is only a partial de jure state (Courbage,
1999). The current situation of the West Bank is presented in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: International legal borders of Israel

Figure 2.4: Situation of the West Bank

United Nations, 1997

BBC & B’Tselem, 2020

Figure 2.5: Progression of new built Jewish settlements in Israel/Palestine

Yiftachel, 2002
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Claims of borders
The name of the area between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River is historically known as
'Palestine'. The struggle over the territory has started between the Arabs and Zionist-Jews. Both groups
claim the territory as their homeland. The claim is based on history, culture, religion and memories
(Yiftachel, 2002). The territory for the Zionist-Jews and Palestinian Arabs is seen as something logical
what is just there and belongs to themselves (Painter, 2010).
Historical Palestine has been conquered by the Romans, Greeks, Assyrians, Persians, Arabs and the
Byzantine and Ottoman empire before the first Zionist migration flow, which started before WWII.
After the Holocaust and the demand to build a Jewish state, Jews moved to their 'homeland'. In 1947,
there were 610.000 Jews, which was 32 per cent of the Israeli/Palestinian population at that time. The
United Nation (UN) proposed a partition of the historical Palestine. In resolution 181 of the UN, the
territory was divided into two states. A Jewish and an Arab state would emerge. Besides, Jerusalem
should be an international capital. However, it was not accepted by the Arab states. After the 'war of
independence' or 'Nakba' in 1948, Israel controlled 78 per cent of historic Palestine. Other parts of
historic Palestine became under the control of Egypt and Jordan. The Israeli and Palestinian territory
after the ceasefire between Israel and Arab states is also called 'The Green Line' (Yiftachel, 2002).
The territory changed aigain in 1967. Israel annexed parts of the West Bank, Gaza, the Golan Heights
and the Sanai Dessert after threats from Arab states. One of the most important manifestations in the
land was the development of settlements in the West Bank and the Gaza strip. The settlements were
built close to existing Palestinian villages. The peace treaty between Israel and Egypt changed the land
of Israel another time. Israel withdrew from the Sinai desert. The Israeli settlements in the Sinai was
dismantled, but the settlements in the West Bank were increasing as presented in figure 2.5 (Yiftachel,
2002). Multiple negotiations have not led to successfully implemented agreements (Feldman, 2008)
The first Intifada was a new phase in the territorial struggle over the land between the Mediterranean
Sea and the Jordan River. However, at the end of the Intifada with the Oslo Agreements, nothing was
said about the final resolution of the territory (Yiftachel, 2002). The Oslo Agreements created centres
in the West Bank where Palestinians did not have full control (Bouris & Kyris, 2017). Besides, the
opposition against partition was increasing. Jewish and Islamic religious groups said the land could not
be divided. They claimed all parts of historical Palestine (Yiftachel, 2002). After the second Intifada,
Israel withdraw its settlers from Gaza. Attacks from both sides have not changed anything, except for
the further building of settlements in the West Bank (Flint, 2017).
A final peace solution is needed to solve the issue on the borders. One State Solution (OSS) and the
Two State Solution (TSS) both have different visions on the border issue. The visions are presented in
figure 2.6. The external borders of Israel/Palestine are clear in a One State. Only the Golan Heights are
a contested area. A TSS could mean the line of 1967, which is recognised by most countries, but new
borders could also be a solution for two states.
Figure 2.6: Vision on the borders (sub-component of Territory)
Vision
OSS
TSS

Idea
One border between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River (Farsakh, 2011). However, it is
unclear what the situation of the Golan Heights will look like.
A border between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River. There is one state for the Jews
and one state for the Palestinians. The borders could be on the 1967-line or new borders could
be drawn for example. Contest land are the Golan Heights and the West Bank (Dahbour, 2016).
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Capital claims
The other sub-component of territory is the capital. The contested capital in the conflict between Israel
and Palestine is Jerusalem. Israel, as well as Palestine, claim Jerusalem as their capital. Israel controls
Jerusalem including east-Jerusalem, since 1967. It claims the sovereignty over the territory based on
the UN proposal of the Jewish state. This UN proposal included the division of two states in Palestine.
Jerusalem would get an internationalized status. After the withdrawal of Great Britain and the vacuum
of sovereignty, Israel said it could claim the territory, including its historical right. Also, the Palestinians
claim Jerusalem, based on the majority of the population and their history in the city (Quigley, 1996).
The Israeli territories which they claimed after 1967 are not internationally accepted as sovereign
territories. The claim of East Jerusalem and the West Bank is considered as an occupation in
international law. However, Israel says Jerusalem is integrated as a municipality. They claim to protect
the holy sites of Jerusalem. Nevertheless, the UN argues that Israel has annexed East Jerusalem
(Quigley, 1996). The states who recognize Israel do not recognise the occupied territories of Israel,
including East Jerusalem. There are no embassies, excluding the United States, in Jerusalem because
the city is undetermined (Quigley, 1996; NOS, 2018).
Different agreements have passed which discussed the status of Jerusalem. There were suggestions of
a shared Israeli-Palestinian sovereignty and 'the sovereignty of God', rather than state sovereignty.
Besides, there was a suggestion during the Camp David process of Israeli sovereignty on the Western
Wall and Palestinian sovereignty on the Temple Mount (Slater, 2001).
The One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS) have different visions on the capital
issue. The visions are presented in figure 2.7. Jerusalem is most likely to be the capital in the One State.
However, the TSS requires more effort in a suitable solution, because Israel and Palestine both want
Jerusalem as their capital. Possibilities are a separation between East-and West Jerusalem, an
international status of the city or one state could have full sovereignty over the city.
Figure 2.7: Vision on the capital (sub-component of Territory)
Vision
OSS
TSS

Idea
One capital between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River for the One State. This is most
likely Jerusalem.
A solution has to be found for Jerusalem. The Israeli and Palestinian state both claim Jerusalem.
There could be an international status for the city, as proposed by the UN or a separation within
the city. Another option is that only one state can claim Jerusalem.

2.4.2. Component 2: Authority
The second component of sovereignty is the Authority. The component Authority has two subcomponents: the political- and administrative system. The political system of Israel is a democratic
system. Israel has a parliament, which is called the Knesset. However, there is no final sovereign
authority and political system in the West Bank and the Gaza strip. The sovereign authority in the West
Bank was supposed to be the Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO). The PLO is the sovereign
authority for the Palestinian people, which is declared by Resolution 3210 of the UN in 1974
(Malcontent, 2018).
The Palestinian Authority was created after the Oslo Agreement. The Palestinian Authority was a part
of peacebuilding and state-building processes. They had to replace Israeli presence in the West Bank
and Gaza in the end. The goal was an internationally recognised government with the power to control
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the territory. However, the authority has only jurisdiction over Area A in the West Bank. The internal
borders in the West Bank are still impossible to control (Turner, 2011).
Moreover, the Palestinian Authority also has internal struggles. The Palestinian Authority includes
several political parties in which Hamas used to be included. The elections of 2006 have split the
Palestinian parliament. Fatah became the political authority in the West Bank and Hamas in the Gaza
strip (Turner, 2011). Hamas is considered as a terrorist organisation by the international community.
Therefore they are not considered as a sovereign authority (Jackson, 2013). Thus, there is not a
powerful political system in the Palestinian Territories.
The One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS) have different visions of a political
system, as presented in figure 2.8. In an OSS there will be one final political system. In the TSS there
will be two political systems. The political system of Israel could be continued. The political system of
Palestine must adopt one final authority for its territory.
Figure 2.8: Vision on the political system (sub-component of Authority)
Vision
OSS
TSS

Idea
One political system for a democratic government in the One State.
One political system for Israel: a democratic parliament (Knesset). One political system for
Palestine: a democratic parliament.

Administrative system
The second sub-component of Authority is the administrative system. It is the ability of an authority to
function. The Israeli government can function, have a tax system, foreign relations and a military
service. This government can function within the lines of 1967 and makes a planning for the settlement
in the West Bank. However, the diffusion of Palestinian Territories in the West Bank makes it
impossible to have a public administration to function (Painter, 2010).
The Israeli military controls the West Bank. The military of Israel has the power to control the
movement of people and goods in the West Bank (Gahit & Latham, 2014; McKinney, 1994). The PLO
was declared as the sovereign power for the Palestinian people, but they have not a defined territory
and they were not able to function. Besides, Hamas functions administratively in the Gaza strip and
the Palestinian Authority in the West Bank. Thus, Palestine has no final authority which is able to
function administratively.
The OSS and TSS have different outcomes of an administrative system, as presented in figure 2.9. There
is one administrative system in the OSS and logically two administrative systems in the TSS. Both are
able to function to protect their people and provide public goods.
Figure 2.9: Vision on the administrative system (sub-component of Authority)
Vision
OSS
TSS

Idea
One administrative system for the authority in the land in the One State.
One administrative system for Israel. One administrative system for Palestine. Both systems are
able to function in their territory.
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2.4.3. Dimension 1: International Recognition
The first dimension of sovereignty is the International Recognition. International recognition focusses
on an agreement between states. International recognition is not something which can be seen as a
fixed concept. A state could be recognised by most states in the world, but if the most powerful states
or organisation do not recognise a 'new state' of a peace proposal, the international recognition of the
new state is limited.
International recognition focusses on two components: the recognition of authority in a demarcated
territory. The Israeli government is recognised till the borders of 1967. Thus, Israel is recognised to
have the ability and control only within these borders. The Palestine Authority is accepted on
Palestinian Territories in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. However, this international recognition is
only de jure sovereignty. It does not talk about the actual situation of these authorities over the
territories (Yiftachel, 2002).
After the British withdrew in Palestine, Israel declared itself independent in 1948. After exactly eleven
minutes, the United States (US) recognised Israel as a state. Israel was accepted a year later in 1949 as
a new member state of the United Nations (UN). Not all states accepted Israel, especially Arab states.
However, most of the individual states have accepted Israel. Yet, they recognised Israel with the 1967
borders. The Israeli settlements in the West Bank, East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights are thus not
recognised as a legal territory in the international community. Only the US is an exception of this
international recognition of Israel’s territory (Ottolengi, 2004).
Palestine has a more complex situation in the recognition of sovereignty by the international
community. The territory, as well as the authority, has not a defined sovereignty status. The PLO is the
sovereign authority since it has been accepted by UN resolution 3210. The sovereign authority of
Palestine changed in the UN to 'Palestine' in the UN reports and other documents. In 1989, the
authority was accepted to govern over the Palestinian people. In 1998, the 'Observer' state of Palestine
in the UN was changed to participation in the General Assembly (GA) and the right to make
interventions. In 2012, Palestine applied for full membership of the UN. Instead, they were adopted as
'non-member Observer State' (Sakran, 2017).
Figure 2.10: Countries that recognize Palestine in 2017

Al Jazeera, 2017; Stavridis, Gianniou & Cofelice, 2016
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It is unclear if the UN accepted Palestine as a state with the title as 'non-member Observer State'
(Sakran, 2017). Some powerful states such as the US or Germany do not recognise Palestine as
presented in figure 2.10 (Stavridis, Gianniou & Cofelice, 2016). Palestine has not got a sovereign status
by today's world-leader (US) in the international word-system and has not a full membership in the
UN.
Visions on International Recognition
The One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS) both strive to the international
recognition of their vision, as presented in figure 2.11. The blueprints of the OSS or TSS have to be
accepted in the international community. The supporters for an OSS and the TSS both want recognition
from the same actors. They want recognition from individual states, including the world-leading state.
Besides, they want to have recognition by organisations such as the UN or the EU.
Figure 2.11: Vision on the International Recognition
Vision
OSS

TSS

Idea
The OSS is not accepted (yet) in the international community. The International Recognition will
include a recognition of one Authority in the Territory between the Mediterranean Sea and the
Jordan River. The International Recognition of the One State includes recognition from individual
countries, including the world-leading countries, the UN and other organisations such as the EU.
Supporters for an OSS have to strive to a recognition of this vision.
The TSS is accepted in the international community. The international recognition incudes one
authority for Israel and one authority for Palestine, based on the 1967 borders. The TSS is usually
the main principle in peace agreements. The international community gives support to the TSS.
The International Recognition of Israel and Palestine includes recognition from individual
countries, including the world-leading countries, the UN and other organisations such as the EU.

2.4.4. Dimension 2: Domestic Control
The second dimension of sovereignty is Domestic Control. Domestic control relates to the actual power
of an authority to function. The domestic control is about the respected agreements between states
over territory and authority. The Israeli government has domestic control within the 1967 borders.
However, after the Oslo Agreement, the Palestinian Authority could function over 93 percent of the
Palestinian Territories, but it got the jurisdiction over 22 percent of the West Bank, only in area A of
the West Bank and the Gaza strip. Israel has control in areas B and C and controls the borders of the
West Bank and the Gaza strip (Farsakh, 2011). The Palestinian Authority has very little domestic control
in the Palestinian Territories.
Israel controls within the 1967 borders, but they also control the West Bank. The Israeli government is
the de facto sovereign power in Israel and the Palestinian Territories. Besides Israeli continued building
settlements in the West Bank, after the Oslo Agreement (Farsakh, 2011). 'The Wall', Israeli territories
in the West Bank and the Israeli checkpoints have killed the possibilities for a sovereign Palestinian
state according to Farsakh (2011) and Dahbour (2016).
Not only the Israelis have eroded the sovereign Palestinian state. The clash between Hamas in Gaza
and Fatah in the West Bank is another factor in the weak domestic control. The Palestinian Authority
is the internationally recognized authority, but the de facto sovereign authority in the Gaza strip is
Hamas. The Palestinian Authority has no domestic control in the Gaza strip. The political system of the
Palestinian Territories is thus a limiting factor of sovereignty for the Palestinian Authority (Ottolengi,
2004).
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Visions for the Domestic control
The One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS) have different visions on the domestic
control, as presented in figure 2.12. In an OSS only one territory is able to function and has to be
respected in the One State. In a TSS there are two authorities, who have to be able to function and
respected in their own territory. The proposed TSS in the past (e.g. Oslo Agreements or Camp David
process) created state-building capacities, but divided the West Bank between Israeli and Palestinian
Territory. Israel still controls the border of the Palestinian Territories. Besides, it would create one
strong authority for Palestine, excluding Hamas – as Hamas is not recognised by the international
community. Thus, the real outcome of domestic control in a TSS is not clear.
Figure 2.12: Vision on the Domestic control
Vision
OSS
TSS

Idea
The OSS would create one democratic government for the One State. This authority is able to
function in the territory and is respected by other actors.
A TSS, based on two equal states, would mean that both authorities are able to function in their
territory, with respect of each other and other actors.

2.4.5. Components and dimensions in the solutions
As discussed in the previous sections, the concept of sovereignty shows the difference between the
One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS). Logically, there is a difference in the words
of the OSS and the TSS itself. The OSS envisions one singular state. The TSS wants two sovereign states.
The words itself look like it is a logical explanation in the difference of sovereignty between the OSS
and TSS.
However, the two components Territory (Borders and Capital) and Authority (The political- and
administrative system) and the two dimensions International Recognition and Domestic Control show
that there are multiple differences than only a difference in borders. Rather the concept of sovereignty
relates to two components and two dimensions which operationalize sovereignty and discuss the
difference between the sovereignty of a singular or dual state. The envisioned solution on the
sovereignty of the OSS and TSS is presented in figure 2.13 and 2.14.
Figure 2.13: Envisioned sovereignty in the One State Solution
Dimensions →
Components ↓

International recognition by:
Individual
states
organisations
UN

Territory
Borders
Capital

International
recognition
by
individual states and the UN. The
borders
are
between
the
Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan
River, Jerusalem is most likely the
capital of the One State

Authority
Political
system
Administrative
system

The One democratic political system
(e.g. federal, consensus etc.) which is
accepted to have an administrative
system.

and

Domestic control by:
Individual
organisations
UN

states

and

The borders of the One State is respected
by individual states, the UN and other
actors. The capital is the only respected
capital of the One state by the individual
states, the UN and other actors.
Supporters for this vision have to work
towards a respected One State.
The One democratic political system (e.g.
federal, consensus etc.) is the only
government that controls over the people
in the territory and has the administrative
system.
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Figure 2.14: Envisioned sovereignty in the Two State Solution
Dimensions →
Components ↓

Territory
Borders
Capital
Authority
Political
system
Administrative
system

2.5.

International recognition by:
Individual
states
and
organisations
UN
Israel and Palestine have agreed on
borders and a capital, which both are
recognised by the UN and the worldleading states,
Israel and Palestine both have a
political and administrative system,
which are recognised by the UN and
the world-leading states.

Domestic control by:
Individual states and organisations
UN
The agreed borders and the solution of the
capital are respected. Both states do not
intervene in each other’s territory.
The authority of Israel and the authority in
Palestine both are the only authority in the
demarcated territory. They both are the
only political systems and have the ability
for administrative functions in each
territory.

NGOs

The previous sections have discussed conflict, peace initiative and sovereignty. These concepts are
combined with the conflict between Israel and Palestine. Sovereignty is one of the main pillars of a
peace initiative. Sovereignty is per definition a matter of states. Therefore, the role of NonGovernmental Organisations (NGOs) in the components and dimensions of sovereignty are poorly
understood.
There is limited case-based literature on the role of NGOs regarding their role in making or unmaking
sovereignty in peace initiatives. Only Hansen & Stepputat (2006) and Thomas (2001) discussed this
issue. They argue that NGO’s do have a role in the concept of sovereignty. NGOs legitimize or
undermine peace initiatives. NGOs have specific visions on the arrangement of sovereignty. Also,
Krasnar (2001) argued that NGO’s could to some extent challenge sovereignty for states, but Krasnar
(2001) did not mention the role of NGOs in peace initiatives.
This section will address the implications of NGOs in the concept sovereignty of peace initiatives. First,
the section will address the general role of NGOs. Second, the supporting or undermining role in the
international recognition will be discussed. Third, this section will debate the role of NGOs in the
dimensions of sovereignty. Fourth, the role of NGOs in peace initiatives will be discussed.

2.5.1. Defining the role of NGOs
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) are non-profit organisations. They have a legal character and
are separated from the state (Payes, 2003). They get support from all over the world. Their activities
could cross the borders of a state’s territory. NGOs are not supra-or intergovernmental organisations
such as the World Trade Organisation (WTO) or the United Nations (UN), which are created by states.
NGOs are non-state initiatives (Thomas, 2001; Cochrane, 2000).
NGOs work in international diplomacy started at the end of the 20th century (Thomas, 2001; Hansen &
Stepputat, 2006). The number of NGOs has increased in the 20th and 21st century. There were 200
NGOs in 1900, 4000 NGOs in 1980 and over 10 million NGOs in 2020 (Krasnar, 2001; World NGO Day,
n.d.). The implications of globalisation, such as internet access, made it possible for groups to oppose
a government, multinationals or other wealthier organisations, which created more NGOs (Krasnar,
2001).
There are arguments that the influence of NGOs is limited (Kilby, 1998). NGOs have no military capacity
and limited financial resources in comparison with states. Yet, NGOs have an important role in the
international community. They use information and international law to challenge the visions of a
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state. NGOs creates new voices in diplomacy and give marginalised ideas a stage (Thomas, 2001).
Therefore, NGOs also influence the state's sovereignty.

2.5.2. NGOs influence on state sovereignty
The activities of NGOs include a role in the (un)making of sovereignty. The evaluation of NGOs on
sovereignty depends on multiple factors (Marcinkute, 2011). The (international) human rights are one
of the main pillars of NGOs. Accountability of obligations, state's human rights policy, publishing
human right abuse and the monitoring of international human rights are issues of NGOs in their
evaluation of state sovereignty. Pressuring the obligations of states are other methods of NGOs in the
evaluation of state sovereignty. NGOs criticize the state's authority and raise awareness of issues.
NGOs could take traditional functions of states and directly influence the state's authority, to disable
their functionality (Marcinkute, 2011).
In other words, Marcinkute (2011) argues that NGO’s could reinforce or limit the dimensions of
sovereignty: domestic control and international recognition. An NGO can assist authorities to
accomplish the ability to function. They could help and work together in monitoring issues. NGOs have
particular knowledge of the professionalisation of states, which touches the domestic control
(Marcinkute, 2011). Besides, NGOs could criticize or support the two dimensions by shaping the
opinion of the public against the state. They could do this at local or diplomatic level. Thus, NGOs
support or limit the international recognition and the domestic control to influence the status of
sovereignty for states.

2.5.3. Activity 1: Supporting or challenging international recognition
NGOs have a role in the international recognition of states. The UN and the world-leading states are
important in the international recognition of a state, as argued in previous sections. The rights and
laws which are necessary for sovereignty are implemented in the laws of a state. This means that
human rights and international law must be accepted in a state. It makes states more vulnerable. NGOs
pressure the authority of states who have a status of sovereignty and refer them to international
conventions (Thomas, 2001).
However, there are arguments that NGO’s do not influence the sovereign status of states. Marcinkute
(2011) says that states that have a status of sovereignty, also accept international law. Thus, states
have already accepted international laws. Besides, authorities in sovereign states still have the final
authority. They can reject proposals of NGOs if they want (Marcinkute, 2011).
NGOs could not only influence the level of authority of sovereignty, but they could also influence the
international community by reports about certain issues. Reports of NGOs could intervene in the
international community to pressure states to question their status of sovereignty. Besides, if state
authorities said they accept international law but are not following the rules, the international
community could pressure states to use international law by signals of the NGOs.
Moreover, NGOs could not only pressure existing international law, but they also have a strategy to
make international laws. International law is not only related to human rights. For example,
environmental NGOs could also stress environmental agreement between states. States agreed on the
protection of human rights for indigenous people at the Rio Earth summit in 1992. Biological resources
for indigenous people had to be respected. NGOs linked the indigenous people to environmental
issues. The NGOs already created a blueprint during the NGO Environmental Forum in 1972. The
existing blueprint was implemented by states in 1992 (Bosselman, 1997). An agreement made by NGOs
could thus be implemented to international law after all.
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2.5.4. Activity 2: Supporting or challenging domestic control
The second activity of NGOs relates to the dimension of domestic control (Thomas, 2001; Marcinkute,
2011). NGOs influence the agenda and the ability to function of states. As previously discussed,
domestic control relates to the respect of borders and the capital – the territorial component – as well
as the respect of an authority combing a political and administrative system. It is a question to what
extent NGOs respect the authority in a demarcated territory.
Domestic problems related to sovereignty are discussed on a broader level nowadays. NGOs set
standards and erode the sovereignty of states. As sovereignty consists to bring welfare to their people,
NGOs are taking this role, especially in countries with a weaker government. Davies (2013) gave an
example of the distribution of food by NGOs in African countries. NGOs took a public function of an
authority to distribute food. First, NGOs arranged help for people to survive, combining an
infrastructural and administrative job. Therefore, NGOs influence the processes in society.
The influence of NGOs is not limited to authorities, but they also work on local level. During the times
of apartheid, the external borders of South-Africa were already existing. However, the internal borders
of the country were divided by race. There was heavy segregation within the state. According to
Chocrane (2000), NGOs worked towards the disappearance of the internal mental borders. The
promotion of a new inclusive South-African national identity was an initiative by NGOs. The NGOs built
networks with different communities, including white and black people to create a non-threatening
future. The NGOs' position on sovereignty was very effective to create an international network due
to resources and materials.
Moreover, through report and discussing the state, NGOs challenge the legitimacy and state’s
autonomy. NGOs are testing a state’s authority to control them. NGOs do not take over the domestic
control, but are controlling the functioning of a state. By controlling a state’s authority, the NGOs do
challenge the ability of an authority to function (Marcinkute, 2011; Chocrane, 2000).

2.5.5. Role of NGOs in peace initiatives
NGOs do play a role in shaping sovereignty. NGOs could also have a particular vision on sovereignty
which will determine its support for a peace initiative. However, they even have more influence in
shaping sovereignty when sovereignty is contested, which is during a peace process (Hammami, 2000).
As argued by Bosselman (1997), NGOs can initiate talks between states. NGOs could convince people
about certain issues (Rogers & Ben-David, 2008). Initiating peace talks and conviction of people are
positive roles of NGOs in peace initiatives. Nevertheless, NGOs could also challenge peace initiatives.
If an NGO does not agree with a peace initiative they could shape the public opinion to undermine the
peace process.
Generally, conflicts are solved by politics at the level of elites. However, also civilians are important in
conflict resolution. NGOs have taken the role to protect the rights of and speak for civilians
(Marcinkute, 2011). Yet, people living in a demarcated territory are not one unified group. A
democratic political system, with multiple political parties, is an outcome of the different opinions of
people living in a state. Therefore, NGOs will also support different interests, people and groups in
conflict. NGOs have a particular vision in conflict and also in peace initiatives. Peace initiatives relate
to the concept of sovereignty. Following this line, NGOs could have a significant role in the sovereignty
of a peace initiative.
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NGOs in peace initiatives Israel-Palestine
Before the start of the Oslo Agreement, and the absence of strong political authority, NGOs had some
space to fulfil the role in Palestinian politics (Hammami, 2000). The function of NGOs was related to
the role in the distribution of international aid and providing services. A consequence was that people
became dependent on the services of these NGOs (Jad, 2007). Around 800 to 1200 NGOs were active
in the West Bank and the Gaza strip in 1995 (Hammami, 2000).
These NGOSs are active on multiple levels. A collaboration between multiple levels is necessary,
because local and international NGOs focus on different issues. Local NGOs are more engaged in local
politics. Local NGOs in Israel and Palestine focus on resistance movements. International NGOs focus
more on human rights issues. Besides, when an international NGO relates to issues which are not
human-rights, the nationality of Israelis and Palestinians plays a crucial role in the legitimacy of the
NGOs (Rogers & Ben-David, 2008).
However, the Palestinian Authority (PA) was not in favour that their role was challenged by these NGOs
(Hammami, 2000). The PA was a key factor in the state-building process, which was discussed at the
Madrid Conference in 1991 (Jad, 2007) The PA became more authoritarian and NGOs became more
institutionalized. NGOs were political irritations of the PA and Arafat saw NGOs as a threat to the
stability of his authority. However, the World Bank gave NGOs in the Palestinian Territories a fund.
Arafat could not ignore the NGOs in his territory (Hammami, 2000).
NGOs in Israel are also focused on peace movements. In general, well-educated middle-class people
are involved in these NGOs. Almost all of the Israeli NGOs in peace movements have recognised the
right of self-determination for Palestinian people and agreed that the PLO/Palestinian Authority is the
legitimate authority of the Palestinian people. The ideas of these NGOs have eventually led to the
recognition of the PA and Palestinian self-determination by the Israeli government (Cochrane, 2000).
Jad (2007) is critical to the position of NGOs in the peace process between Israel and Palestine. Jad
(2007) argues that NGO’s in the peace process are too much focused on their interests. The only aim
of the activities NGOs undertake in the peace process is to gain more legitimacy and power. Processes
in peacebuilding activities in Israel and Palestine are NGO elite group. They want to get into decision
making positions (Jad, 2007). However, Farsakh (2016) still thinks NGOs could help to get a viable
solution in the future for the conflict between Israel and Palestine.
Concluding, NGOs can potentially shape sovereignty in a peace initiative for the conflict between Israel
and Palestine. It could be expected that a vision of an NGOs regarding sovereignty will determine its
support for a peace initiative. NGOs inform the public or react on a peace initiative. NGOs challenge
sovereignty by relating to the two dimensions of sovereignty. NGOs influence international recognition
of a peace initiative by rejecting or openly supporting the peace initiative by referring to the
components territory or authority. They could influence people on local or diplomatic level.
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2.6.

Conceptual framework

The theoretical framework has discussed the concepts of peace and conflict, the concept of
sovereignty and the role of NGOs. These debates have been discussed in the case of Israel-Palestine.
Concluding from this theoretical framework, sovereignty has two components and two dimensions.
The components of sovereignty are authority and territory. The dimensions are international
recognition and domestic power.
Sovereignty has a key role in peace initiatives. Peace initiatives reflect on the territory – its borders
and capital - the final authority – including the political-and administrative system, which is related to
the international recognition and the domestic control. Logically, Peace to Prosperity would debate
the components and dimensions of sovereignty for Israel and Palestine.
The negotiation of sovereignty in peace initiatives is discussed by states or inter-state organisations,
including the United Nations (UN) and individual states. However, also non-state actors have a role in
these peace initiatives related to the components and dimensions of sovereignty. Still, NGOs have an
important role in the peace initiatives and their discussion about sovereignty. NGOs could challenge
or support international recognition or domestic control. NGOs could influence the public opinion - at
the local level – or involve in diplomatic debates – at the national or international level.
To support or challenge a peace initiative, an NGO needs to have a particular vision on sovereignty. It
can be expected that the vision that an NGO has on sovereignty will determine its support for a peace
proposal. Therefore this research will study the visions of NGOs and there reflection on a peace
initiative. Peace to Prosperity will be used as the case to study the support from NGOs to a peace
initiative. NGOs in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict could support different solutions. They could support
a One State Solution (OSS) or a Two State Solution (TSS). Both visions reflect on different
implementations of the components and dimensions on sovereignty. Figure 2.15 visualize the debates
from this theoretical framework. The next chapter will translate this conceptual model into a research
plan.
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Figure 2.15: Conceptual model
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3. Methods
This research will explore if and how the difference in visions on sovereignty of NGOs, as reflected by
their preference for a One State Solution (OSS) or the Two State Solution (TSS), shape their support for
Peace to Prosperity. As outlined in the theoretical framework, sovereignty is central in most conflict
and peace initiatives. Therefore, sovereignty will play an important role in determining NGOs support
for or rejection of Peace to Prosperity. Since Peace to Prosperity is a peace proposal based on a TSS,
we might expect that NGO’s that express support for a TSS will evaluate Peace to Prosperity more
positively than NGOs that prefer an OSS. This study will explore if this is indeed the case and in what
way NGOs turn to the components and dimensions of sovereignty to legitimate their support for or
rejection of Peace to Prosperity. In doing so, this research contributes to our understanding of the
influence of NGOs on peace initiatives and the related process of negotiating sovereignty. Also, it will
help to understand the extent to and how sovereignty continues to be the key aspect of the conflict
between Israel and Palestine.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, the research design will be clarified. The choice for and
approach to the case-study of Peace to Prosperity and the NGOs will be explained. Second, data
generation will be defined. The sources and the sample will be discussed in this section. Third, the data
analysis will be explained by describing the approach to operationalization and coding and analysis.
This chapter ends with a reflection on the author's position.

3.1.

Research design

This research uses a case-study approach. A case study is a research project on a small scale (Rowley,
e2002). A case-study restricts the focus to a very short time-period and small areas of study. Casestudies are used in geography to identify geographical phenomena. A case-study approach provides
in-depth detailed information. Case-studies use multiple sources to get evidence. Sources vary from
observation and interviews to historic texts. The sources used in case-study research are usually less
quantitative, but the detail of information is much greater (Rowley, 2002). First, there will be an
overview on the types of case-studies. Second, the type of case-study for this research will be
explained.

3.1.1. Types of case-study designs
There are different designs of a case-study. Yazan (2015) defines four types of case-study designs.
These are the single holistic design, single embedded design, multiple holistic design and the multiple
embedded design. A holistic design refers to the one unit which will be analysed. There are multiple
analysis in the embedded design. Every case-study has five components in its research design. These
are research questions, the data to analyse, a link from the data to the propositions, an
operationalisation and these components have to be consistent (Yazan, 2015). Besides, there are
multiple variations of cases, such as an extreme case with an independent and dependent variable, a
diverse/typical case with multiple values, a deviant case for a specific theory, or an influential case for
the causal relations of a general model (Seawright & Gerring, 2008).
According to Vennesson (2006), case studies are useful for political developments. Case-studies
provide detailed information about political parties, the power in democracies, authorities and their
control, international crises or studying international relations. It gives detailed information about the
failure of the success of political structures. For instance, via a case-study, the Indian caste system
could be researched. Another example of a case study approach is the development of Nazi-Germany
with its characteristics and the causes (Vennesson, 2006).
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A critique of the case-study approach is that the detailed information of one phenomenon could not
generalise related cases. However, multiple case-studies could potentially give information about a
geographical phenomenon by generalizing various case-studies (Rice, 2010; 230-252). Thus, a case
study is an in-depth research and is useful for political developments for a specific phenomenon. The
case-study approach is useful in the design of this study.

3.1.2. Case-study: Peace to Prosperity & NGOs
This research will use a diverse single embedded case study, because there are multiple values. Peace
to Prosperity is the case in this research. First, the single embedded units are the NGOs, split between
One State Solution (OSS) and Two State Solution (TSS) NGOs. Peace to Prosperity is the document of
the peace initiative. It will give the information of this particular peace initiative. Second, the vision of
the NGOs will give an answer to the question if the vision of NGOs determine it support for Peace to
Prosperity. Peace to Prosperity and the evaluation of NGOs needs multiple analysis for this single case.
There are multiple data sources which will be analysed.
Peace to Prosperity is a peace proposal for the conflict between Israel and Palestine. More broadly,
Peace to Prosperity also initiates a peace initiative for the Middle-East. The importance of the latest
peace initiative between Israel and Palestine make Peace to Prosperity an interesting case. Peace to
Prosperity is a way how sovereignty shapes a peace proposal. This study will investigate the role of
sovereignty in a peace proposal, the role of sovereignty by NGOs and sovereignty in the evaluation of
NGO' to a peace proposal.
NGOs
The sub-case in this research are the NGOs. The NGOs in this research are Zochrot, the One State
Foundation (OSF), Israeli Committee Against House Demolition (ICAHD) Peace Now, Palestinian Centre
for Human Rights (PCHR) and J Street. The background of these six organisations is presented in
appendix 8.1. There are three OSS and three TSS NGOs in this case-study. There are Palestinian, Israeli
and international-based NGOs. Every solution for Israel/Palestine needs support from both Israel and
Palestine to ensure a peaceful future. Besides, the international community is necessary to ensure the
sovereignty of Israel/Palestine or One State.
The six organisations are chosen on their national affiliation and consideration on their social media
activity, related to practical issues, such as time and words limitations for this research. The six NGOs
were more suitable than other OSS and TSS NGOs. The One Democratic State Campaign (ODSC) and
One Democratic State of Palestine (ODSP) are two other organisations which openly support the OSS.
However, ODSC has no Twitter account. The Facebook account of ODSC has fewer followers than OSF,
Zochrot and ICAHD so their outreach is more limited. The ODSP is not focused on one democratic state,
but rather on a democratic state for Palestine instead of one inclusive state. ODSP does fit in the profile
of one inclusive state for Palestinians are Israelis.
The sub-case for the OSS NGOs consists of one Israeli based- organisation – Zochrot - and two
international NGOs – ICAHD and OSF. There is no Palestinian NGOs which openly supports the OSS. A
possible explanation could be the role of funding as Cochrane (2000) argued. Palestinian NGOs could
be more dependent on international funding to run their organisation. As the TSS is the international
accepted solution for the conflict, NGOs are likely to support the TSS as a strategy.
The sub-case for the TSS NGOs are Peace Now, PCHR and J Street. There are much more NGOs
supporting a TSS, such as Bat Shalom or the Israel Palestine Initiative Centre for Regional Initiatives
(IPCRI). However, Bat Shalom has no social media accounts and IPCRI only uses Facebook. Other
organisations, such as Ta’Ayush or Yesh Din, are not explicitly referring to a TSS on their websites.
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By choosing J Street, Peace Now and PCHR and the OSF, ICAHD and Zochrot there is an equal
distribution between OSS and TSS NGOs and a balance between Israel, Palestine and international
based NGOs and there side of the spectrum. However, the comparison in this research will be between
the OSS and the TSS. It does not include a comparison between Israeli and Palestinian NGOs within
each group, because there is no equal distribution of Palestinian, Israeli and international NGOs within
the OSS and the TSS group. The six NGOs have a website, a Facebook and Twitter account.

3.2.

Data generation

A case-study uses different types of information according to Rowley (2002). The data which will be
used in this research is the document 'Peace to Prosperity', Twitter and Facebook posts and website
statement of NGOs. Besides for researching the visions of the NGOs, literature and their websites
information will be used. Peace to Prosperity will be studied in the first research question: What
sovereignty arrangement does Peace to Prosperity propose? The vision on the websites of NGOs will
be used in the second sub-question: How do different NGOs interpret sovereignty? The data of social
media and websites will be studied via the third and fourth research question: 3) How do the OSS and
TSS NGOs evaluate the Peace to Prosperity on social media and their websites? and 4) What is the role
of sovereignty in the online evaluation of Peace to Prosperity of these NGOs?

3.2.1. Peace to Prosperity
The document Peace to Prosperity (2020) is also called the 'Trump Deal' or the 'Deal of the Century'.
Peace to Prosperity is online available from the website of the White House. The document will be
used to study the components and dimensions of sovereignty in the plan. Peace to Prosperity consist
of two parts. Part A is the political framework and part B is the economic framework. This research
only studies part A. This research will not focus on economic investments of the political proposal of
Peace to Prosperity. Besides, there is a limited amount of time for this research. Part B already focus
on a specific element of sovereignty. The political framework – part A – is the case of the Peace to
Prosperity.

3.2.2. Online information
The reaction of NGOs on Peace to Prosperity will be studied by social media posts. One of the main
activities of NGOs is to shape the public's opinion on particular political issues central to peace
processes. Social media became a mainstream tool in the last decade. Citizens, politicians and NGOs
use social media as a tool to interact with audiences and disseminate their vision. Social media is a
place for people to virtually meet and to share opinions and news items (Lev-On, 2018; Wasike, 2017).
An important element of the evaluation of issues is the change from top-down to bottom-up
information. Social media is a way to mobilize people via bottom-up initiatives (Lev-On, 2018; Wasike,
2017). For instance, social media was an important catalyst in the Arab uprising in 2011 (Hamdy &
Gomaa, 2012). Social media is easy to use and it has a huge range to reach people (Lev-On, 2018).
Social media is a very important tool for NGOs. It is a cheap way to reach the public. Lev-On (2018)
argued that there are four phases if an event happens and an NGO wants to react. First, there is the
'issue fermenting and going viral' phase. Second, there is a 'proactive' phase. The third phase is the
'reactive' phase. The fourth phase is the 'new issue fermenting' phase. Social media is a tool for NGOs
to support a trend via social media in the proactive and reactive phase. Social media helps to
participate, sets the agenda, generates interest by readers and responds to any crises for the point of
view of an NGO (Lev-On, 2018). Therefore, social media is a useful tool to engage with the public after
a new peace proposal is released. NGOs set the agenda for a wider public and influence the public with
their vision on a new peace initiative.
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Two influential social media tools are Twitter and Facebook. According to Wasike (2017) Facebook and
Twitter are an effective way to change a political situation. According to Lev-On (2018), Facebook is a
'must-have' for political actors to reach their public. Besides, Facebook is a low-cost efficient tool to
engage with the public and mobilise people. Twitter is a useful tool to create novel information,
especially for political news (Valenzuela, Correa & Gil de Zúñiga, 2018). According to Valenzuela et al.
(2018), Facebook and Twitter are two social media tools to use for political actors who reinforce each
other. Therefore, Facebook and Twitter will be used to research the social media accounts of the NGOs.
NGOs challenge or support the sovereignty dimension International Recognition and Domestic Control.
Facebook and Twitter reach a worldwide audience. Facebook and Twitter are direct tools to influence
people all over the world. NGOs indirectly set the international agenda of international recognition via
the international public. Besides, NGOs directly influence the opinion of locals. It could make it more
difficult for the political authority to function in a territory when an NGO does not support them.
Data generation of online information
The Tweets (Twitter posts), Facebook posts and website statements will be used in this research. Only
the English posts will be used in this research, because of language limitations. The researcher has only
basic Arabic knowledge and has no understanding of Hebrew. This has implications for this research.
Palestinian or Israeli NGOs could post in Hebrew or Arabic to engage with Israeli's or Palestinians.
English posts could be used to engage with an international public. Due to language limitations, the
influence of social media posts will be on the international public rather than the domestic audience.
This has implications for the Facebook posts and Tweets. The Palestinian Centre for Human Rights
(PCHR) usually posts their Tweets in English and Arabic. They have one extra post in Arabic on
Facebook about Peace to Prosperity in Arabic. Unfortunately, the content is not part of the data
generation. Zochrot posted one Hebrew article about Peace to Prosperity on Facebook. The One State
Foundation (OSF) shares every social media post in three languages, but in one post. Only the English
parts of the posts will be studied. Besides, there are two Arabic Facebook posts and one Tweet about
Peace to Prosperity by the Israeli Committee Against House Demolition (ICAHD). ICAHD and J Street
only post in English on Facebook and Twitter. Peace Now posts in English on Facebook. They have two
Twitter accounts, one for the posts in Hebrew and one in English. Only their English Twitter account
will be studied.
The period for the online information will be from 21st of January 2020 till the 21st of March 2020.
News about an issue depends on the issue attention-cycle (Downs, 1972). The first rumours of Peace
to Prosperity started a few days before the presentation, which was the 28th of January. A two months
period is enough to get a full news cycle from the first social media posts until the last social media
post about the Peace to Prosperity. Social media posts could be recognised by multiple words. These
words are Trump, Deal, Peace, Prosperity, Deal, Century, Peace, Proposal, Initiative. Also, synonyms to
express the Peace to Prosperity could be used.
All Facebook posts of the NGOs about Peace to Prosperity are included in this research. The NGOs use
Facebook to share their own opinion. NGOs do not share other Facebook posts. Only ICAHD shares
Facebook posts, but only from the director of the organisation. The director of ICAHD is included in the
data collection. Sharing a post (called retweeting on Twitter) is more common on Twitter. It is harder
to define if it is also the vision of the NGO. A common phrase on Twitter is also 'Retweeting is not equal
to endorsement'. Therefore, only the English posts by the organisations itself on Twitter will be
collected. The English social media posts about Peace to Prosperity are presented in figure 3.1 and 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: English posts on Facebook about Peace to Prosperity (21-1 / 21-3)
NGO
Zochrot
ICAHD
OSF
Peace Now
PCHR
J Street
Total

Account name
@Zochrot
@ICAHDRebuilding
@onestatefoundation
@PeaceNowIsrael
@pchrgaza
@jstreetdotorg

English Posts
2
7
5
11
6
40
71

Figure 3.2: English posts on Twitter about Peace to Prosperity (21-1 / 21-3)
NGO
Zochrot
ICAHD
OSF
Peace Now
PCHR
J Street
Total

Account name
@Zochrot
@ICAHDUK
@StateFoundation
@peacenowisrael
@pchrgaza
@jstreetdotorg

English Posts
5
42
1
81
129

There are 71 Facebook posts and 129 Twitter posts which will be studied. There is a difference in social
media posts between different organisations, as shown in figure 3.1 and 3.2. J Street posted 81 Twitter
posts about Peace to Prosperity and PCHR only one. ICAHD and the OSF did not post at all about Peace
to Prosperity on Twitter. However, the total amount of Facebook or Twitter posts does not say
anything about the length of the posts or website statements. The analytical implications and the
contents of the post will be reflected in chapter 5.
Another information source of this research are statements about Peace to Prosperity on the websites
of the NGOs or other reliable sources. The website statements could clarify their social media posts
and the vision of the NGOs on sovereignty for Israel/Palestine. It is an addition to information about
the support or rejection of Peace to Prosperity by NGOs. Only Zochrot and the OSF have no statement
about Peace to Prosperity, as presented in figure 3.3. OSF uses news items on their website about
Peace to Prosperity. However, these are not defined as statements. The six NGOs and the Facebook,
Twitter and website statements will give a valid overview of the evaluations of Peace to Prosperity by
those NGOs’.
Figure 3.3: Website statement about the Peace to Prosperity
NGO
Zochrot
ICAHD
OSF
Peace Now
PCHR
J Street

Statement website
https://icahd.org/2020/01/29/icahds-statement-in-response-to-trumps-peace-plan-29-january-2020/
https://peacenow.org.il/en/the-trump-plan-a-plan-for-annexation-not-for-peace
https://www.pchrgaza.org/en/?p=14132
https://jstreet.org/press-releases/trumps-plan-is-a-push-for-endless-conflict-and-occupation-notpeace/#.XqAnLMgzY2w
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3.3.

Data analysis

The data set of this research is explained in section 3.2. This research will use the document Peace for
Prosperity, 71 Facebook posts, 129 Tweets, information about the vision of NGOs on sovereignty and
four website statements. Sovereignty is the central concept in the analysis of the data. As introduced
in the previous chapter, the working definition of departs from two conditions – Authority and
Territory - and two dimensions – International Recognition and Domestic Control. Sovereignty then
refers to:
A political authority’s rule over a population in a demarcated territory that is internationally
recognized and domestically enforced.

3.3.1. Framing analysis
This research studies the position of the NGOs on Peace to Prosperity. The NGOs could reject or
support Peace to Prosperity. They support or reject Peace to Prosperity by using specific arguments
that are conveyed through particular words, photos or videos, so-called ‘frames.’
Framing and framing analysis have received more attention as a research method in the last decades.
Brantner, Lobinger & Wetzstein (2011) refer to the concept of framing as ‘a schemata of interpretation,
which enables individuals to locate, perceive, identify and label information’. The concept of framing
refers to frames, framing and framing analysis.
Frames reflect a specific interpretation of or perspective on an issue. Frames are defined by Brantner
et al. (2011) as: ‘the organizing principles that are socially shared and persistent over time, that work
symbolically to meaningfully structure in the social world’. Framing refers to the use of such frames by
particular actors in particular contexts to address particular audiences. Hamdy & Gomaa (2012) defines
frames: ‘to frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and makes them more salient in a
communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem, definition and interpretation.'
Frames are used to influence the reader's opinion by shaping a text with the particular word use.
Framing affects collective actions by highlighting specific perspectives on particular political actions
and peace processes (Hamdy & Gomaa, 2012; Sheafer & Dvir-Gvirsman, 2010).
Framing analysis refers to the analysis of specific frames and processes of framing. There are two ways
to identify a frame. These ways are the inductive method – the identification and formulation of the
data – or the deductive method- made after a theoretical framework (Boréus & Bergström, 2017)
Brantner et al. (2011) argue for three approaches to framing analysis. These approaches are the
communicator perspective, the public discourse and the media framing effect approach. The
communicator perspective is necessary to see how an issue is evaluated by a news organisation. The
public discourse and the media framing effect refer to the concept of priming. Priming is the effect of
a news item. The media framing effect approach relates to the influence of the information. This
research will focus on the evaluation of NGOs of a specific peace proposal and not on the effect of this
evaluation. The communicator perspective is necessary to analyse the evaluation of NGOs.
Framing analysis gives possibilities to study the components and dimensions of sovereignty in Peace
to Prosperity, the Facebook posts, Tweets and the statements on the websites. There are two steps in
this framing analysis in the evaluation of NGOs on Peace to Prosperity. First, the social media posts
and the website statements will be studied if they have a positive, neutral or negative attitude towards
Peace to Prosperity. The central element is the support or the rejection of Peace to Prosperity. Second,
the social media posts and website statements will be analysed if they mention the components and
dimensions of Peace to Prosperity and if there is a link with the support or the rejection of Peace to
Prosperity. It will be further explained in the next section.
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3.3.2. Operationalization
Sovereignty is the key contestation in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Different visions on peace have
been envisioned through different interpretations of sovereignty: the One State Solution (OSS) and the
Two State Solution (TSS). Peace to Prosperity is a TSS. We might expect that NGO’s supporting a TSS
are more likely to support Peace to Prosperity than NGOs that support an OSS. This study explores if
this is indeed the case and what role considerations on sovereignty play in NGOs evaluation of Peace
to Prosperity.
Do NGOs that prefer a TSS favour Peace to Prosperity more than NGOs who do not? Is sovereignty a
relevant aspect of the motivation to support or to reject Peace to Prosperity? Moreover, which
components and dimensions of sovereignty do NGOs use in their arguments? What does this say about
the continued relevance of OSS and TSS visions of sovereignty in the Israeli-Palestinian peace process?
What can it tell us about the role of NGOs in the peace process and the arrangements of sovereignty?
Looking to the differences and similarities between the OSS and TSS in their reaction on Peace to
Prosperity, the concept of sovereignty in the concept of states in the modern world-system will be
evaluated.
Framing analysis will be used to answer each of the four sub-questions. This framing analysis is based
on the operationalization of the conceptualization of sovereignty in Chapter 2. The framing analysis
will reflect the components and dimensions of sovereignty in an OSS, as presented in figure 3.4, and
the TSS, as presented in figure 3.5. Both figures are the basis of sub-question one, two and four. The
code map is visualised in appendix 8.2 and explained in figure 3.6. It is possible that one sentence or a
group of words could be coded under multiple codes. For instance, if Peace to Prosperity says
something about new borders and the control of it could be coded under 'Territory-Boundaries' as well
as 'Domestic Control-border control'.
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Figure 3.4: Operationalisation of sovereignty in an OSS (The bold and underlined letters are the main codes)
Dimensions →
Conditions ↓

Territory
Borders
-

Capital

Authority
Political system:
The government
which has the
authority
and
makes
legal
decisions for the
population
-

Administrative
system:
The
authority
can
provide
public
goods

International Recognition
Different levels: UN and all
individual states or only UN or
only individual states?
Different degrees: full or
conditional recognition?
TBI-World:
Is
the
UN
recognizing the borders of the
One State?
TBI-In: Are individual states
recognizing the borders of One
State?
TCI-World:
Is
the
UN
recognizing the capital of the
One State?
TCI-In: Are individual states
recognizing the capital of One
State?

-

-

-

-

APSI-World:
Is
the
UN
recognizing the political system
of One State?
APSI-In: Are individual states
recognizing the political system
of One State?
AASI-World:
Is
the
UN
recognizing the administrative
system of One State?
AASI-In: Are the individual
states
recognizing
the
administrative system of One
State?

Domestic Control
Different levels: all relevant
societal
groups
and
organizations or some?
Different degrees: full or
conditional agreement?
TBDC: Is the territory of One
State respected?
TCDC: Is the capital One
State respected?

-

-

APSDC: Is the political
system of One State
respected?
AASDC:
Is
the
administrative system of
One State respected.
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Figure 3.5: Operationalisation of sovereignty in a TSS (The bold and underlined letters are the main codes)
Dimensions →
Conditions ↓

Territory
Borders
-

Capital

Authority
Political
system: The
government
which has the
authority and
makes legal
decisions for
the population

International Recognition
Different levels: UN and all
individual states or only
UN or only individual
states?
Different degrees: full or
conditional recognition?
TBI-World: Is the UN
recognizing the borders of
Israel and Palestine?
TBI-In: Are there states or
other actors that are not
recognizing the borders of
Israel and Palestine?
TCI-World: Is the UN
recognizing the capital of
Israel and Palestine?
TCI-In: Are there states or
other actors that do not
recognize the capital of
Israel and Palestine?
-

-

-

Administrative
system: The
authority can
provide public
goods

-

APSI-World: Is the UN
recognizing the political
system of Israel and
Palestine?
APSI-In: Are individual
states or other actors not
recognizing the political
system of Israel and
Palestine?
AASI-World: Is the UN
recognizing
the
administrative system of
Israel and Palestine?
AASI-In: Are the individual
states or other actors
recognizing
the
administrative system of
Israel and Palestine?

Domestic Control
Different levels: all relevant
societal
groups
and
organizations or some?
Different degrees: full or
conditional agreement?
-

-

-

TBDC: Are there actors that do
not respect the borders?
TCDC: Are there actors that do
not respect the capital?

APSDC: Are there actors that do
not respect the political system
of Israel and Palestine?
AASDC: Are there actors that
do
not
respect
the
administrative system of Israel
and Palestine?
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Figure 3.6: Explanation codes figures codes OSS and TSS
Code
TBIWorld

Meaning
Territory → Border:
International
Recognition by UN

TBI-In

Territory → Border:
International
Recognition
by
individual states

TCIWorld

Territory → Capital:
International
Recognition by worldleaders and powerful
states
Territory → Capital:
International
Recognition
by
individual states
Authority → Political
system: International
Recognition by worldleaders and powerful
states
Authority → Political
system: International
Recognition
by
individual states

TCI-In

APSIWorld

APSI-In

AASIWorld

AASI-In

TBDC

Authority
→
Administrative system:
International
Recognition by worldleaders and powerful
states
Authority
→
Administrative system:
International
Recognition
by
individual states
Territory → Border:
Domestic Control

Explanation
Is the UN recognizing the external
border(s) of Israel and Palestine or the
One State? Which border(s) do they
recognise?
For instance, line of UN-plan 1947,
line of 1967 or new lines?
Do individual states recognize the
border(s) of Israel and Palestine or the
One State? Which border(s) do they
recognise? For instance, line of UNplan 1947, line of 1967 or new lines?
Is the UN recognizing the capital(s) of
Israel and Palestine or the One State?
Which capital(s) do they recognise?

Possible sub-codes
Line 1947
Line 1967
New Lines

-

Line 1947
Line 1967
New Lines

-

International capital
Capital Israel
Capital Palestine
No capital

Do individual states recognize the
capital(s) of Israel and Palestine or the
One State? Which capital(s) do they
recognise?
Is the UN recognizing the political
system(s) of Israel and Palestine or
the One State? Which political
system(s) do they recognise for each
state?
Do individual states recognise the
political system(s) of Israel and
Palestine or the One State? Which
political system(s) do they recognise
for each state?
Is
the
UN
recognizing
the
administrative system(s) of Israel and
Palestine or the One State? Which
administrative system(s) do they
recognise for each state?

-

International capital
Capital Israel
Capital Palestine
No Capital
Palestine
political
system
Israel
political
system

Do individual states recognise the
administrative system(s) of Israel and
Palestine or the One State? Which
administrative system(s) do they
recognise for each state?
Is the territory of Israel and Palestine
or the One State respected by all
actors? Are there no other actors
involved in border issues? If there are
actors not respecting the borders →
which actors are not respecting the
borders?
Political system: The government has
the authority and makes legal
decisions for the populations

-

-

-

-

-

-

Palestine
system
Israel
system

political
political

Palestine
administrative
system
Israel administrative
system
Palestine
administrative
system
Israel administrative
system
Which actor: For
instance:
Hamas,
Islamic Jihad, Iran,
Israel
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TCDC

APSDC

Territory → Capital:
Domestic Control

Authority → Political
System:
Domestic
Control

Is the capital(s) of Israel and Palestine
or the One State respected by all
actors? Are there no other actors
involved in the respected capital(s)? If
there are actors not respecting the
capital → which actors are not
respecting the capital?
Political system: The government has
the authority and makes legal
decisions for the populations
Is the political system of Israel and
Palestine or the One State respected?
Is the political system of Israel and
Palestine able to function?

-

Which actor: For
instance:
Hamas,
Islamic Jihad, Iran,
Israel

-

Political
system
Israel
(Hamas,
Islamic Jihad, Iran
etc)
Political
system
Palestine (Hamas,
Islamic Jihad, Israel
etc.)
Administrative
system
Israel
(Hamas,
Islamic
Jihad, Iran etc)
Administrative
system
Palestine
(Hamas,
Islamic
Jihad, Israel etc.)

-

AASDC

Authority
→
Administrative system:
Domestic Control

Administrative system – The authority
can provide public goods, such as
security, school etc.
Is the administrative system of Israel
and Palestine respected or the One
State? Is the administrative system of
Israel and Palestine able to function?

-

Administrative system – The authority
can provide public goods, such as
security, school etc.

The codes will be used in multiple sub-questions. The first sub-question is:
What sovereignty arrangement does the Peace to Prosperity propose?
This research will focus on Peace to Prosperity. To understand the reactions on the sovereignty of
Peace to Prosperity, the deal itself must be studied. Sovereignty consists of two components and two
dimensions in this research. This sub-question will reflect on representations of sovereignty in Peace
to Prosperity itself. It will indicate the aspects of sovereignty in the deal. Figure 3.5 will be used to
study the components and dimensions of sovereignty.
After the arrangement of the sovereignty of Peace to Prosperity, the interpretations of the sovereignty
of the NGOs are necessary to understand the role of sovereignty by OSS and TSS supporting NGOs.
Chapter 5 will start with an introduction of the vision of the NGOs on sovereignty. The second subquestion is therefore:
How do different NGOs interpret sovereignty for a single or two states?
The information on the websites of the NGOs will be used to define the interpretation of sovereignty
of the OSS and the TSS solution NGOs. The operationalisation of the arrangement of OSS NGOs will be
analysed via figure 3.4 and 3.5 The operationalisation of the TSS NGOs is the same as the
operationalisation of Peace to Prosperity. Peace to Prosperity and the TSS NGOs are based on a TSS.
ICAHD, J Street and Peace Now have all the elements of the operationalisation of sovereignty explained
on their websites. However, Zochrot, the OSF and the PCHR have no clear definition or statements on
their websites about the different elements of sovereignty, but it may be explained in the scientific
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literature. After the arrangement on sovereignty is set on Peace to Prosperity and the NGOs it is
possible to look closer to the evaluation of Peace to Prosperity by NGOs. The third sub-question is:
What is the attitude of NGOs supporting an OSS or TSS toward Peace to Prosperity on social media and
their websites?
The third and fourth research question will study the evaluation of NGOs on Peace to Prosperity. First
of all, the attitude of NGOs towards Peace to Prosperity will be analysed. The third research question
will use positive and negative attitudes of the NGOs towards Peace to Prosperity. It will count the
positive and negative attitudes. The framing analysis will use text, videos and images on the social
media posts and the website. Besides, a 'neutral frame' is made. An example of positive framing is:
'Peace to Prosperity is a great proposal'. An example of negative framing is: 'Peace to Prosperity is a
terrible proposal. An example of the neutral frame is: 'Trump proposes a new deal'.
First of all, social media posts have to be collected. The social media posts will be numbered and the
text, a photo or video link will be inserted. This process is the same for website statements. The schema
of the conducted social media posts and website statements are presented in figure 3.7 and 3.8. If the
social media and website information is conducted, the positive, negative or neutral attitude towards
Peace to Prosperity will be studied in texts, videos and pictures. Figure 3.9 presents how the attitude
can be recognized.
Figure 3.7: Conducting social media posts
Post number
NGO:
Date:
Text:
Photo:
Video:

(Post number) (Twitter / Facebook)
(Name NGO)
(Date)
(Text)
(Insert photo)
(Link to video)

Figure 3.8: Conducting website statement
NGO:
Date:
Text:
Photo:
Video:

(Name NGO)
(Date)
(Text)
(Insert photo)
(Link to video)

Figure 3.9: Recognition of positive and negative attitude in text
Frame
Positive

Negative

Neutral

Recognition
The expressions towards Peace to Prosperity are
positive. Friendly feeling towards Peace to Prosperity.
Peace to Prosperity will make a positive future for
Israel and Palestine.
The expressions towards Peace to Prosperity are
negative. Unfriendly feeling towards the Peace to
Prosperity. Peace to Prosperity will make a negative
future for Israel and Palestine.
The expressions towards Peace to Prosperity are
neutral. No expression of feeling towards Peace to
Prosperity.

Coded words
Words related to: happy, enthusiastic,
delighted,
peaceful,
constructive,
forward-looking, good, progressive, yes
toWords related to: pessimistic, shame,
anti-, bad, denial, against, no to-

-

Visualisations could support the text in a negative or positive attitude towards Peace to Prosperity.
There are 66 photos in the collected posts on Facebook, Twitter and the websites. Besides, there are
28 videos which can support the text in the social media posts. The photos and videos will be analysed
to get a better understanding of the attitude. The text in photos and videos will be analysed too. The
analysing schema is presented in figure 3.10 and 3.11. An example of this analysis is presented in
appendix 8.4.
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Figure 3.10: Analysing a photo
Photo number
(Photo number)
Made by:
(Name)
Subtitle
(Name)
Text
(Other text in the photo)
Central element
(Person, map etc.)
Direction
(What is the focus point?)
Distance
(Distance between receiver and object) Far-Close
Height
(Bird-eye perspective or from the bottom)
Attitude
Positive/Negative/Neutral
Based on: Van Ginneken (1997)
Figure 3.11: Analysing a video
Video number
Made by:
Subtitle
Central element

Text

Frame

(Video number)
(Name)
(Name)
(Speech, map etc.) from 00:00 – 02:00
(Speech, map etc.) from 02:00 – 02:30
Etc.
Text from 00:00 – 02:00
Text from 02:00 – 02:30
Etc.
Positive/Negative/Neutral

After the study of the attitude of the NGOs towards Peace to Prosperity, there will be a conclusion of
these social media posts and website statements. The text, videos and pictures are analysed
separately. The different components will be marked if they have a positive, negative or neutral frame,
so a conclusion of the attitude of the post or statement could be given, as presented in figure 3.12..
Figure 3.12: Final frame social media posts and website statement (Example)
Number
Frame
Positive
Negative
Neutral

Text
X

Photo
X

Video
X

Final frame
X

However, sub-question three does not analyse the components and dimensions of sovereignty.
Therefore, the fourth sub-question is:
What is the role of sovereignty in the online evaluation of Peace to Prosperity of these NGOs?
This research question will look to the social media posts and statements and uses the
operationalisation of figure 3.4 and 3.5. The aspects of sovereignty will be used to legitimize the
support or the rejection of Peace to Prosperity. A comparison between the OSS and TSS NGOs will be
made to compare the role of sovereignty between both supporters. The different codes are elaborated
in appendix 8.2. The Facebook posts, Tweets and the website statements have their own code. Besides,
there is a separation between the OSS and TSS. This will give a clear overview in Nvivo.
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The first, second and third sub-questions will be very descriptive and provides information for this case
study. The fourth sub-question will be more normative. The four sub-questions will be analysed via the
codebook. The codebook is presented in appendix 8.2. The data will be codes via the codes into the
codebook. The codes will be compared on multiple levels. First, to what dimensions and components
of sovereignty do NGOs refer to in the support or rejection of Peace to Prosperity? Is there a difference
between the different media sources of each NGO? Second, there will be a comparison across the
NGOs. Is there a difference between the OSS NGOs? Is there a difference between the TSS NGOs. Third,
is there a difference between the OSS and the TSS NGOs in the support or rejection of Peace to
Prosperity. Does OSS or TSS refer more to components and dimensions of sovereignty? Are there also
differences across the media sources?
Then, there will be a reflection on the research question: How does NGO support for either the One
State Solution or the Two State Solution in the Israel-Palestine conflict evaluate sovereignty in Peace to
Prosperity on social media? Does the affiliation for an OSS or TSS NGOs affect their support or rejection
of Peace to Prosperity? Is sovereignty important in the references of their motivation? Is sovereignty
important for NGOs legitimation of a peace proposal?

3.4.

Positionality and reflexivity

The researcher of this study has done research about Israel and the Palestinian Territories before the
start of this study. The researcher already has some knowledge about the conflict by different study
trips and research projects. This knowledge creates opinions about aspects of the conflict. The personal
interest of the researcher shaped the choice of this research, but will not affect the analysis. This
research is descriptive. The codes are made by the theoretical framework and will be evaluated on the
NGOs. Yet, there could be -indirectly- some limitations on the validity and reliability of this research
and on the positionality of the researcher.
This study has six NGOs in the subcase. The researcher has an internship at the One State Foundation
(OSF). OSF is one of the six NGOs in this case-study. This research is part of the master programme
Human Geography and part of the research internship at OSF. This position of the researcher give
strengths but also limitations to this research.
The relationship between the OSF and the researcher is productive. It is easier to collect extra
information about the OSF. For instance, the OSF has no full description of all components and
dimensions in the vision on sovereignty. However, it is not the intention of the researcher to get more
information than from other NGOs. The goal is to have an equal distribution of information.
The researcher is involved in the process of social media posts of the OSF. However, the researcher
only posts the text on social media. The researcher does not influence the content on social media or
the website statements of the OSF. The content of the social media posts of the OSF is made by two
Hebrew speaking persons, one Arab speaking person and one Dutch-speaking person. This implication
only influences the date and time when posts are online, but it will not influence the data generation
of the content.
Besides, I will reflect on the validity and reliability of the data. The dataset will be analysed on two
components and two dimensions of sovereignty. Therefore, it includes the traditional Westphalian
sovereignty but it relates to modern times. However, sovereignty dimensions and components are
fixed codes for Peace to Prosperity, the vision of NGOs and the evaluation of NGOs on social media.
Peace to Prosperity does not much relate to the individual recognition of authority and territory by
other states apart from the US. Also, it will not relate that much to the recognition of the UN. It is a
vision of the United States. The researcher is aware that this could be a weakness of the dataset.
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There are also limitations in the clarification of the vision and the website statements of the NGOs.
There is no equal distribution in the information about every NGOs vision on sovereignty. Extra
literature is necessary to conduct that specific information. Besides, Zochrot and OSF have no website
statements, which limits the information of these NGOs in their evaluation of Peace to Prosperity.
This research will use the data program Nvivo. There are twelve codes for Facebook, twelve codes for
Twitter and twelve codes for the website statement for every NGO, as presented in appendix 8.2. Thus,
there are 36 codes for every NGO in their evaluation based on sovereignty. It will easier to look for
specific codes, but it could potentially be too many codes so the overview will be lost. The researcher
must keep a good overview of the codes.

3.5.

Conclusion methods

This study explores the difference in sovereignty preferences expressed in Peace to Prosperity, One
State Solution (OSS) and Two State Solution (TSS) NGOs and the assessment of sovereignty in the
reaction of the NGOs on Peace to Prosperity. The research-design is a case-study. The case-study is
Peace to Prosperity and the sub-cases are the OSS and TSS NGOs. The NGOs in this research are
Zochrot, the One State Foundation (OSF), Israeli Committee Against House Demolition (ICAHD), Peace
Now, Palestinian Centre for Human Rights (PCHR) and J Street. They are a combination of OSS, TSS,
Israelian and Palestinian supporters and have a Twitter and Facebook account and a website.
The case-study project will use multiple information sources. Part A of Peace to Prosperity, statements
of NGOs on the website, 71 Twitter and 129 Facebook posts will be used in the data set. The online
media sources are a way to influence the public and have a wide outreach. The social media posts are
posted between 21-1-2020 and 21-3-2020.
The two components – Authority and Territory – and the two dimensions – International Recognition
and Domestic Control – are the focus point of the data analysis. The information will be analysed via
multiple steps. First of all, Peace to Prosperity will be analysed on the components and dimensions.
Then the vision of the NGOs will be analysed in combination with the element of sovereignty. After
these two analyses, the attitude of NGOs will be researched on a positive, negative or neutral attitude.
It will give an overview of the support or rejection of NGOs to Peace to Prosperity. The social media
posts and website statements will be used in this part of the analysis. Then, the analysis will continue
by relating the assessment of sovereignty on the reaction of Peace to Prosperity. It will analyse the
used components and dimensions of sovereignty. The information about all the steps of the analysis
will be analysed with the software programme Nvivo. The different codes are presented in appendix
8.2.
The researcher has an internship at the OSF. The OSF is one of the NGOs in the sub-case of this study.
However, the intention of the researcher is not to create a bias. The researcher does not influence the
output of social media posts and the website statements. Therefore the data will remain consistent.
The next chapter will give the results of this study.
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4. Peace to Prosperity
The results are split into two chapters. Chapter 4 contains the descriptive result of the first subquestion. It will discuss the role of sovereignty in Peace to Prosperity and the arrangement of
sovereignty for Israel and Palestine. Chapter 5 contains the sub-case of this research: the NGOs. It will
give the NGOs vision on sovereignty in their solution, an overview of the attitude of the NGOs towards
Peace to Prosperity and the relation with sovereignty of their evaluation – the second, third and fourth
sub-question.

4.1.

Context of Peace to Prosperity

The president of the United States Trump presented Peace to Prosperity alongside with Israel’s primeminister Netanyahu at the White House on the 28th January 2020. They announced it as the 'Deal of
the Century'. Trump said Peace to Prosperity would be a 'win-win for both sides'. Peace to Prosperity
calls itself a 'realistic two-state solution'. This section will answer the sub-question:
What sovereignty arrangement does Peace to Prosperity propose?
Peace to Prosperity has two parts. Part A is the political framework. Part B is the economic framework.
The economic framework is focused on a 50 billion dollars investment for infrastructure projects for
Palestine. For reasons of feasibility and demarcation, this research only focusses on part A and not on
the economic elaboration of the political framework. In Part A of Peace to Prosperity there is already
an introduction to the economic plan.
Part A of Peace to Prosperity has 22 sections. These sections are the introduction, the approach, the
vision of peace, borders, Jerusalem, the economic plan, security, crossings, Gaza, free trade zone, trade
agreement with the US, port facilities, dead sea resort, water and wastewater, prisoners, refugees,
foundations of a Palestinian state, education and culture of peace Israeli-Arab relationships & regional
economic partnerships, the recognition between nation-states, the end of the conflict and the conduct
during negotiations. Part A is 39 pages, and has four appendices.
Peace to Prosperity argues that there are unresolved issues after the Oslo Accords. The Oslo Accords
did not discuss the security of Israel and Palestine, the refugee issues and the status of Jerusalem.
Peace to Prosperity explicitly mentions these elements for the necessity of a new proposal. The vision
in the document is designed to benefit Palestinians, Israel and the Arab region. The 'realistic' part in
this document is to design a Palestinian state without threatening Israel.
Critiques
Trump wants to resolve the conflict between Israel and Palestine. However, there are also multiple
critiques on his plan. Peace to Prosperity refers to the Oslo Agreement and the unresolved issues, but
argues it would not stick to the United Nations efforts, the General Assembly and the Security Council.
Peace to Prosperity says the UN has not brought peace and is inconsistent. It could influence the
acceptance by the international community. Excluding the UN in the peace plan would harm the
credibility of Peace to Prosperity, because the UN is a criteria to create equal states within the
Westphalian state-system (The Guardian, 2020).
Moreover, Peace to Prosperity is made by the United States. Only Israel was on the negotiation table.
The US and Israel excluded the Palestinian representatives in the plan. Therefore, one of the main
critiques is that Peace to Prosperity could not be labelled as a 'deal' if not all actors in the plan are
involved in the creation of the plan. Besides, no Palestinian diplomats were invited in the White House
for the release of Peace to Prosperity (Murray, 2020).
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In the US, Peace to Prosperity was not received positively. Democratic presidential candidates rejected
Peace to Prosperity and called it a promotional act of Trump during his impeachment process.
Furthermore, Netanyahu was a in the middle of a corruption investigation and it was released a couple
of months before the Israeli election. These critiques mention that Peace to Prosperity was rather a
political stunt than a new plan (Sanger, 2020).

4.2.

Arrangement of sovereignty in Peace to Prosperity

Sovereignty is operationalised with two components – Authority and Territory – and two dimensions
– International Recognition and Domestic Control. Peace to Prosperity includes these components and
dimensions. There are 103 references to the components and dimensions of sovereignty, as
operationalized in chapter 3. Most references are to the code AASDC (Authority - Administrative
system - Domestic Control) with 47 references, TBI-In (Territory - Border - Individual Recognition) with
25 references and APSDC (Authority – Political System - Domestic Control) with 18 references. Peace
to Prosperity prioritize these elements of sovereignty. The following section will get into what
sovereignty arrangement Peace to Prosperity proposes. The relative distribution of the references is
presented in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: References to sovereignty in the Peace to Prosperity (Relative)

AASDC: Authority - Administrative
system - Domestic control (43%)
TBI-In: Territory - Border International recognition (23%)
APSDC: Authority - Political system Domestic control (17%)
TCI-In: Territory - Capital International recognition (9%)
TBDC: Territory - Border - Domestic
control (4%)
AASI-IN: Authority - Administrative
system - International recognition
(1%)
AASI-World: Authority - Administratie
system - International recognition by
the UN (1%)
APSI-In: Authority - Political system International recognition (1%)

There are no references to the codes APSI-World (Authority – Political system - International
Recognition by the UN), TBI-World (Territory - Border - International Recognition by the UN), TCI-World
(Territory – Capital - International Recognition by the UN) and TCDC (Territory – Capital - Domestic
Control). Peace to Prosperity is a vision made by the United States and Israel and not by the UN. Peace
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to Prosperity refers to the peace initiatives of the UN in the past, but Peace to Prosperity does not
mention any issues of sovereignty related to the UN.
The first central conclusion is that Peace to Prosperity favours Israeli over Palestinian sovereignty.
There is a difference in the Palestinian and Israeli sub-codes. The document emphasizes territorial
boundaries, the capital and the administrative and political system with a preference for Israel. Peace
to Prosperity draws new borders. The code TBI-In (Territory – Border - International Recognition) on
new lines has eighteen references. Peace to Prosperity makes Jerusalem the capital of Israel and has
eight references. A new capital has to be arranged for Palestine, to be named Al-Quds, and has two
references.
A second overarching conclusion is that Israel already carry out the functions of the Palestinian
Authority related to the administrative system including security issues. Peace to Prosperity will take
this even further. Peace to Prosperity is a recognition by the US and is a de jure sovereignty
arrangement by one individual state. It will make de facto sovereignty of Israel into a de jure
sovereignty. Therefore, the administrative system is more related to the dimension Domestic Control
than to the recognition of the plan.
The territory associated with the administrative function of Palestine will not be respected by Israel
and the US. They will control the borders of Palestine. The Palestinian Authority is the recognised
authority in the plan but has no control of their borders. There are 26 references on security issues
where the Palestinian Authority has no control and Israeli’s security will be favoured over the
Palestinian’s one. The next sections will discuss the (sub)components of Territory – Borders and Capital
– and the Authority – the Political-and Administrative System - related to the dimensions International
Recognition and Domestic Control.

4.2.1. Territory: Boundaries
The component territory has two sub-components: boundaries and capital(s). The operationalisation
has been discussed in chapter three. There are six subcodes related to Territory. Four sub-codes are
related to the dimension International Recognition and two codes relate to the dimension Domestic
Control. First of all, the sub-element boundaries with the subcodes TBI-In (Territory – Boundaries –
International Recognition by individual states), TBI-World (Territory – Boundaries – International
Recognition by the UN) and TBDC (Territory – Boundaries – Domestic Control) will be discussed in this
section.
Peace to Prosperity proposes new borders. Peace to Prosperity’s map of the envisioned borders of
Israel and Palestine is presented in appendix 8.3. The Peace to Prosperity border is made by Israel and
the United States. The new borders are not in line with the 1967-borders or any other UN Resolution,
as shown in figure 4.2. The Jordan Valley will be included in Peace to Prosperity borders. Besides, Israel
will have territory in the West Bank including all the land on the border with Jordan. The Palestinian
Territories will become enclaves. The enclaves will be connected via highways or tunnels. The Israeli
settlements within the Palestinian enclaves in the West Bank will also be part of the Israeli state.
Palestine gets the land close to the border of Egypt. Only the border with Egypt in Gaza will be a border
with another country than Israel.
Israel and the US argue that the new borders are a fair compromise to the situation before 1967. Peace
to Prosperity says that Israel had already withdrawn from the Sinai Peninsula and 88 percent of its
captured territory in 1967. The historical and legal claims emphasize Israel as the homeland of the
Jewish people. The new territories will be an offer of Israel for a viable Palestinian state, as argued in
the plan.
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Figure 4.2: Motivation for new borders
The State of Israel and the United States do not believe the State of Israel is legally bound to provide the
Palestinians with 100 percent of pre-1967 territory (a belief that is consistent with United Nations Security
Council Resolution 242). This Vision is a fair compromise and contemplates a Palestinian state that
encompasses territory reasonably comparable in size to the territory of the West Bank and Gaza pre-1967
(p.11-12; Coded as: TBI-In>New Lines).
The State of Israel has also exchanged sizeable territories for the sake of peace, as it did when it withdrew
from the Sinai Peninsula in exchange for peace with the Arab Republic of Egypt (p.2; Coded as: TBI-In>New
Lines)
This Vision provides for the transfer of sizeable territory by the State of Israel -- territory to which Israel has
asserted valid legal and historical claims, and which are part of the ancestral homeland of the Jewish people
-- which must be considered a significant concession (p.8; Coded as: TBI-In>New Lines)
Peace to Prosperity, 2020
Figure 4.3: Prioritizing Israel’s security
The Conceptual Map has been designed (…) in a manner that: Meets the security requirements of the State
of Israel; … (p.11; Coded as: TBI-In>New Lines).
The Jordan Valley, which is critical for Israel’s national security, will be under Israeli sovereignty (p.13; Coded
as: TBI-In>New Lines).
The State of Israel will retain sovereignty over territorial waters, which are vital to Israel’s security and which
provides stability to the region (p.13; Coded as: TBI-In>New Lines).
If the State of Israel did not maintain control of the West Bank’s airspace, it would not have adequate time
to defend against incoming hostile aircraft or missiles. For that reason, (..), the State of Israel must have
operational control over the airspace west of the Jordan River (p. Appendix 2A; Coded as: TBI-In>New Lines).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020

The new lines are drawn to secure the Israeli states, as shown in figure 4.3. The recognised border of
Israel includes the Jordan Valley, the territories of the Mediterranean Sea and the air space of the West
Bank. Israeli sovereignty is not only prioritised over Palestine on the ground, but also on sea and
airspace. Palestinians are not able to have a functional airport or control movements above them or
have a port and trade even if they have a border with the sea in the Gaza strip.
The new lines, related to security issues, are considered necessary due to the dominance of Iran in the
region. Iran's influence stretches from Iran to Syria and eventually to the Mediterranean Sea according
to Peace to Prosperity. Moreover, the document argues that Israel is threatened by Hamas and the
Palestine Islamic Jihad (PIJ) in the Gaza strip. The domestic control of the territory has been challenging
for Israel according to Peace to Prosperity. However, the document does not consider the threats for
Palestinians and a future Palestinian state. Yet, for every 10 killed civilians in this conflict, nine of them
were Palestinian since 2000. Far more Palestinians were killed due to Israeli violence than Israeli
citizens by Palestinian violence (Oxfam Novib, 2017). Nevertheless, Palestinians have to agree on the
new borders and the security threats by Israel to get recognition of a state as shown in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Establishment of a Palestinian state
Palestinian leaders must embrace peace by recognizing Israel as the Jewish state, rejecting terrorism in all its
forms, allowing for special arrangements that address Israel’s and the region’s vital security needs, (…). If
these steps are taken and the criteria outlined in this Vision are satisfied, then the United States will support
the establishment of a Palestinian State (p.4; Coded as: TBI-In>Palestine).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020

The new territorial boundaries on ground, in sea and space, are thus prioritised on Israel rather than
acting as a balance for both states. The security threats of Israel, the Jewish identity and historical
claims of Israel are considered as more important than arguments for a Palestinian state in the
document. The US, e.g. the Trump Administration, will recognize these new borders. The Palestinian
state will be inside Israel’s territory. In a One State Solution (OSS), the external borders will be from
the Mediterranean Sea to the Jordan River, just like this this plan. The solution for the borders seems
to be an OSS instead of a Two State Solution (TSS).

4.2.2. Territory: Capital
Territory is operationalised by two sub-components. The first component is the boundaries. The
second sub-component is the capital. This sub-components are operationalised as TCI-In (Territory –
Capital – International Recognition by individual states), TCI-World (Territory – Capital – International
Recognition by the UN) and TCDC (Territory – Capital – Domestic Control).
Peace to Prosperity recognises Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. Jerusalem becomes an undivided
capital in the plan. Trump expressed this explicitly during the press release. Palestine could make a
capital in northern or eastern parts of Jerusalem, which they can call Al-Quds or any other name. Yet,
it is not clear what the exact borders of the location of the new capital for the Palestinian state will be.
Peace to Prosperity only gives options for the Palestinian capital, as shown in figure 4.5.
Fig. 4.5: Capital of Israel and Palestine
Jerusalem will remain the sovereign capital of the State of Israel, and it should remain an undivided city (p.17;
Coded as: TCI-In>Israel).
The sovereign capital of the State of Palestine should be in the section of East Jerusalem located in all areas
east and north of the existing security barrier (…) and could be named Al Quds or another name as determined
by the State of Palestine (p.17; Coded as: TCI-In>Palestine).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020

Jerusalem will be an undivided capital because Israel took good custodian of Jerusalem according to
Peace to Prosperity, as presented in figure 4.6. The document says Israel has not destroyed any holy
sites and is a secure city, in contrast to other rulers in the past. Therefore, Israel ‘has passed the test’
to get Jerusalem as its capital. This solution will be more likely a One State Solution (OSS) than an
internationally accepted Two State Solution (TSS) which wants to divide Jerusalem.
Figure 4.6: Motivation on Jerusalem as Israel’s capital
Unlike many previous powers that had ruled Jerusalem, and had destroyed the holy sites of other faiths, the
State of Israel is to be commended for safeguarding the religious sites of all and maintaining a religious status
quo (p.16; Coded as: TCI-In>Israel).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020
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4.2.3. Authority: Political system
The component Authority is operationalised in six codes, as presented in chapter 3. Three codes refer
to the sub-component Political system and the other codes refer to the sub-component Administrative
system. First, the sub-component Political system will be discussed. The subcodes of this component
are APSI-In (Authority – Political system – International Recognition by individual states), APSI-World
(Authority – Political system – International Recognition by the UN) and APSDC (Authority – Political
system – Domestic Control).
The political system of Israel has already been accepted and recognised before the release of Peace of
Prosperity. Peace to Prosperity does talk about the political system of Israel in terms of International
Recognition or Domestic Control. This already demonstrates the asymmetry in the arrangement of
Peace to Prosperity. Israel's sovereignty is not at stake and will not be compromised. Palestinian
sovereignty will be conditional and imposed. Therefore, Peace to Prosperity does discuss the
Palestinian political system, in terms of the recognition of the political system and the domestic control
of the authority.
Peace to Prosperity says that Palestine is politically divided. Hamas and the PIJ are the two
organisations mentioned by the document. This division between Hamas and PIJ undermines the
political system of Palestine. Hamas is considered as a terrorist organisation according to Peace to
Prosperity. The division of the political system does not create a powerful political system in Palestine
according to Trump’s plan.
The sovereign political system in Palestine is the PLO/Palestinian Authority and not Hamas or the PIJ
(Palestinian Islamic Jihad), as coded in APSI-In (Authority – Political system – International
Recognition). Peace to Prosperity wants to implement a successful governing system, as shown in
figure 4.7. The guidelines for a successful government include a constitution and fair election, but the
document does not give a blueprint for the political system. It shows once again that Peace to
Prosperity has an asymmetrical relation between Israel and Palestine by focussing on sovereignty for
Israel instead of Palestine. On the other hand, it is logical that the document does not give a blueprint
for a Palestinian political system. After all, the Palestinians were not on the negotiation table.
Figure 4.7: Establishing a political power in Palestine
The Palestinians shall have implemented a governing system with a constitution or another system for
establishing the rule of law that provides for freedom of the press, free and fair elections, respect for human
rights for its citizens, protections for religious freedom and for religious minorities to observe their faith,
uniform and fair enforcement of law and contractual rights, due process under law, and an independent
judiciary with appropriate legal consequences and punishment established for violations of the law (p.14;
Coded as: APSDC>Palestine).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020

The international community has a supporting role in the creation of a strong political system for
Palestine, but there are no guarantees or a guideline for the international community in the plan.
Paradoxically, the political government is not able to fully participate in the international community,
as shown in figure 4.8 and 4.9. The Palestinian Authority cannot participate in international
organisations without the permission of Israel and the US and cannot completely use the facilities
created by the international community, such as the International Criminal Court or Interpol. Even if
the Authority of Palestine comes to a level of a recognised authority, they will not be respected in the
international community. It relates to the code APSDC (Authority - Political System – Domestic
Control).
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Thus, there are limitations to the functionality of the PLO/Political Authority in the international
community. The PLO/Political Authority is not fully respected by the US and Israel, whereas the political
system of Israel is already respected by the US. It will not create two equal political systems in a Two
State Solution (TSS), but rather a One State Solution (OSS) with one final authority.
Figure 4.8: Assistance in the political system of Palestine
As it transitions to an era of state governance, the Palestinian leadership will benefit from international
assistance in crafting the political and logistical instrumentalities of statehood (p.34; Coded as:
APSDC>Palestine).
The international community should mobilize a worldwide eﬀort to assist the Palestinians to achieve proper
governance (p.34; APSDC>Palestine).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020
Figure 4.9: Limitations on International Recognition of the Palestinian political system
However, the State of Palestine may not join any international organization if such membership would
contradict commitments of the State of Palestine to demilitarization and cessation of political and judicial
warfare against the State of Israel (p.35; Coded as: APSDC>Palestine>International community).
The PLO and the Palestinian Authority shall: Refrain from any attempt to join any international organization
without the consent of the State of Israel;
-

-

Take no action, and shall dismiss all pending actions, against the State of Israel, the United States
and any of their citizens before the International Criminal Court, the International Court of Justice,
and all other tribunals;
Take no action against any Israeli or United States citizen before Interpol or any non-Israeli or the
United States (as applicable) legal system; (p.39; Coded as: APSI-In>Palestine).

Peace to Prosperity, 2020

An important aspect in figure 4.9 is the notion that Palestine will be a demilitarized state. There will be
no monopoly of violence by the authority. In the conceptual framework, section 2.3.4 , the researcher
has argued that an authority must have the ability to have a monopoly on violence. However, Israel
has a monopoly on violence in the Palestinian state. Palestine is not allowed to have a functional
security system. There is some tension in the codes related to demilitarization. A military is an
apparatus to secure borders, a monopoly of a political system, but is also a functionality of an authority
to intervene in internal issues. The demilitarization will therefore also be discussed in the next section.

4.2.4. Authority: Administrative system
The administrative system is the functioning of an authority, such as a tax system or having a police
and military service. The administrative system is the other sub-component of the code Authority. The
three codes for the administrative system are AASI-In (Authority – Administrative System –
International Recognition by individual states), AASI-World (Authority – Administrative System –
International Recognition by the UN) and AASDC (Authority – Administrative System – Domestic
Control). The administrative functions of the political authority of Israel and Palestine are mostly
related to security issues. The administrative system of Israel is prioritized over Palestine's system.
Israel is allowed to control the borders of the Palestinian enclaves or control the roads between the
enclaves of Israel and Palestine.
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Peace to Prosperity explicitly mentions that Israel must be able to defend itself against any threats.
Israel's presence in the West Bank will be recognised by the US. Israel de facto sovereignty in the West
Bank will become de jure sovereignty by the US. The document mentions that Israel must be able to
defend itself. It is mentioned that there are limitations to Palestinian sovereignty in Palestinian areas,
presented in figure 4.9. Palestine must not threaten Israel, whose security perceptions will override
Palestine security responsibility'. Israel will control all roads, border crossings and other infrastructure.
Israel also gets the ability to increase security measures if the Palestinians are not following the outline
of this vision.
The document also mentions that ‘the IDF (Israeli Defence Force) and PASF (Palestine Authority Security
Force) has greatly enhanced the stability of Israel and the West Bank’. The document argues that
before this vision was presented, the administrative systems of Palestine was already not respected.
Thus, the Palestinian Authority is not a recognised and respected administrative system by its borders.
Peace to Prosperity just legalizes the situation on the ground, creating a de jure sovereignty of a de
facto situation.
Figure 4.10: Israel security over Palestine
(…) limitations of certain sovereign powers in the Palestinian areas (…) such as maintenance of Israeli security
responsibility and Israeli control of the airspace west of the Jordan River (p.3; Coded as:
AASDC>Palestine>Israel).
The State of Israel will maintain overriding security responsibility for the State of Palestine (p.21; Coded as:
AASDC>Palestine>Israel).
Should the State of Palestine fail to meet all or any of the Security Criteria at any time, (…). The State of
Israel’s security footprint in all or parts of the State of Palestine will then increase as a result of the State of
Israel’s determination of its expanded security needs (p.23; Coded as: AASDC>Palestine>Israel).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020

The Authority of Palestine will not control its borders. Peace to Prosperity moves even a step further.
Palestine must be fully demilitarized. Palestine could not defend itself. The Israelis have the right to
ensure that Palestine will be demilitarized. Israel can take action if the Palestinians do not stick to the
demilitarization of its state. The demilitarization of Palestine also includes the 'terrorist organisations'
such as Hamas of the PIJ. Peace to Prosperity argues that Hamas and PIJ are a treat to Israel. It is their
motivation to take over administrative functions of Palestine's Authority.
Figure 4.11: Demilitarization of Palestine
The State of Palestine will not be able to develop military or paramilitary capabilities inside or outside of the
State of Palestine (p. Appendix 2C; Coded as: AASDC>Palestine>Israel).
The State of Israel will maintain the right to dismantle and destroy any facility in the State of Palestine that
is used for the production of prohibited weapons or other hostile purposes (p. Appendix 2C; Coded as:
AASDC>Palestine>Israel).
(…) the State of Israel will retain the right to engage in necessary security measures to ensure that the State
of Palestine remains demilitarized and non-threatening to the State of Israel, including from terrorist threats
(p. Appendix 2C; Coded as: AASDC>Palestine>Israel).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020
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Peace to Prosperity also mentions other administrative functions of the Palestinian Authority. The
document wants to transform the schools and the media of Palestine. Peace to Prosperity argues that
Palestinian schools promote terrorism and hate towards Israel. Palestinian schools and media must be
transformed to Israeli wishes. The Palestinian Authority thus has not the full ability to create their
school program, because it is controlled by Israel. The final authority looks more like a One State
Solution (OSS) than an equal Two State Solution. There is only one final authority in Palestine, which is
Israel’s authority.
Figure 4.12: Schools in Palestine
Its laws incentivize terrorism and Palestinian Authority-controlled media and schools promote a culture of
incitement (p.4; Coded as: AASDC>Israel>Palestine).
The Palestinians shall have ended all programs, including school curricula and textbooks, that serve to incite
or promote hatred or antagonism towards its neighbors, or which compensate or incentivize criminal or
violent activity (p.34; Coded as: AASDC>Israel>Palestine).
Peace to Prosperity, 2020

4.3.

Conclusion Peace to Prosperity

Peace to Prosperity argues that it is a Two State Solution (TSS) within the current reality. A TSS would
mean two equal sovereignty states within the Westphalian state system, as argued in the theoretical
framework. However, only by saying that the plan is 'realistic TSS' makes clear that the vision of Trump
is based on a TSS. Peace to Prosperity is not a TSS in the name of a Two State Solutions’. Peace to
Prosperity prioritizes Israel's sovereignty strongly over Palestinian sovereignty. Peace to Prosperity is
rather a One State Solution (OSS) in its content. Israel dominates de facto sovereignty over Palestine,
which will be recognised by a de jure sovereignty - Peace to Prosperity.
The territory – its borders and capital – and the functionality of the authority are designed to enhance
Israeli security. Israeli security is not limited to its borders. Palestine will be divided in enclaves, which
will be recognized by the United States, instead of the West Bank and Gaza for Palestine on the 1967
line or any UN resolution. Israel will be able to control all movements and flows to Israel. While there
was already de facto sovereignty of Israel in the Palestinian Territories, it will now also be de jure
sovereignty – recognised by the US.
Palestine and its authority will not be able to have a defence force, will not be able to control its
borders or have a school or media system without the influence of Israel. Besides, the Palestinian will
not be able to fully participate in the international community – which stresses its recognition-, or the
institutions made by the international community. Peace to Prosperity gives the condition and criteria
for a future Palestinian state and its recognition, but will not give a guarantee for the support to realize
it.
The TSS in Peace to Prosperity prioritize Israel and enhance the sovereignty of Israel at the expense of
Palestine, which lacks proper borders, participation – and recognition - in the international community
and the ability of an authority to function in their territories. The question is now if TSS NGOs have the
same ideas on the label of a TSS and therefore support Peace to Prosperity. On the other hand, as
Peace to Prosperity is rather an OSS in its content, are the OSS NGOs more likely to support Peace to
Prosperity? The next chapter will discuss the role of the vision of the NGOs and the support or rejection
of Peace to Prosperity.
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5. The role of NGOs
Chapter 4 has discussed Peace to Prosperity and its vision on sovereignty for Israel and Palestine. Now,
in chapter 5, the NGOs will be discussed. The first section will give the vision of the NGOs for the One
State Solution (OSS) or the Two State Solution (TSS). The second section will give an overview of the
support or rejection of Peace to Prosperity of each NGO. The last section of this chapter will discuss
the role of sovereignty in the support or rejection of the plan.

5.1.

Vision sovereignty of NGOs

This section gives an overview of the visions of NGOs related to the components and dimensions of
sovereignty. The differences between the visions of One State Solution (OSS) and Two State Solution
(TSS) supporting NGOs will be discussed at the end of this section. This section will get an answer to
sub-question 2: What is the vision of NGOs on sovereignty for the single or two states? The visions on
the sovereignty of these NGOs are collected from their websites or interviews in scientific papers. Yet,
there is no equal distribution of the possible information of each NGO.
Figure 5.1. presents the visions of the NGOs related to each component and dimension of sovereignty.
There are some differences between the received information of these NGOs. Every NGO does
mention the current situation and the control of Israel in Palestine. None of the NGOs mentions the
political system of Israel or Palestine related to the UN. Besides, none of them refer to the
Administrative system in a dimension of International Recognition, but rather to the de facto
sovereignty of Israel in Palestine.

J Street

Peace
Now
PCHR

OSF

ICAHD

Zochrot

Figure 5.1: Which elements of sovereignty do NGOs mention in their vision?

TBI-In (Territory - Border - International Recognition by individual states)
TBI-World (Territory - Border - International Recognition by UN)
TCI-In (Territory - Capital - International Recognition. by individual states)
TCI-World (Territory - Capital - International Recognition by UN)
TBDC (Territory - Border - Domestic Control)
TCDC (Territory - Capital - Domestic Control)
APSI-In (Authority - Political System - Int. Recog. by individual states)
APSI-World (Authority - Political System - Int. Recog. by UN)
AASI-In (Authority - Administrative System - Int. Recog.by individual states)
AASI-World (Authority - Administrative System - Int. Recog. by UN)
APSDC (Authority - Political System - Domestic Control)
AASDC (Authority - Administrative System - Domestic Control)

Figure 5.1. already reveals a difference between the NGOs supporting an OSS and those favouring a
TSS. None of the OSS has a vision about Jerusalem, whereas the TSS includes Jerusalem. It could be a
logical line that OSS NGOs will make Jerusalem as their capital, but they do not make it clear in their
vision. Besides, the OSS NGOs all refer only indirectly to their future political system, but they do not
discuss the outline of a future political system of the one state, e.g. what type of political system. The
next sections will discuss the vision on sovereignty of each NGO. More background information of the
NGOs is presented in appendix 8.1.
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5.1.1. Zochrot
Zochrot is an Israeli NGO working on the Nakba and wants to raise awareness of the Nakba among the
Jewish population of Israel. Their vision is much broader. The vision of Zochrot is to create a joint
Palestinian-Jewish identity in an equal society. The return of Palestinian refugees is an essential part
of their 'multicultural democratic space of the country' (Zochrot, n.d.). The organisation said that the
vision of Zochrot includes a One State Solution (OSS) in the Middle East Report (2007). In their opinion,
a right of return cannot happen under a TSS framework.
Zochrot does not refer to many elements of sovereignty, as presented in figure 5.1.. Zochrot does not
specifically mention the borders of the multicultural state they envision. However, if it wants to include
Israel and Palestine in a one single state it will include Israel, Gaza and the West Bank within one single
border. The political system will be a democratic system, which is explicitly said by Zochrot, but the
defined type of political system is not clear.
The right of return is internationally recognised by UN resolution 192, but the OSS is (yet) not
recognised. It is unclear how Zochrot wants to achieve the international recognition of their vision on
the borders. Overall, Zochrot envisions an OSS, but there is much unclear about the role of sovereignty
for the one single state, including the vision of borders, the capital and the role of the authority.

5.1.2. Israeli Committee Against House Demolition
The Israeli Committee Against House Demolition (ICAHD) takes action against the Israeli demolition of
Palestinian houses. It is an NGO based in London. ICAHD wants to end the demolition and bring the
Palestinians and Israelis together in a one single democratic state were Israelis and Palestinians have
the same legal rights which are constitutionally guaranteed (ICAHD, n.d.).
ICAHD visions touch almost every component and dimension of sovereignty. ICAHD argues that
Palestine has no de facto and de jure sovereignty. They argue that Israel already controls the borders
of the Palestinian Territories. A One State is already going on and legalised into Area A, B and C in the
West Bank by previous TSS Agreements. The current TSS situation is, in reality, an OSS. This should be
transformed into a legalised equal solution, according to ICAHD
The territory of the One State will be between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River. Yet,
international law is focused on self-determination of Israel and Palestinians. The OSS has to be in line
with UN resolutions, as presented in figure 5.2. ICAHD vision is therefore on a One State with regional
economic confederation. It will create two regions – based on self-determination- in one single state.
The political system will be a democratic system, but they have not discussed the type of democratic
system. The democratic government will have the administrative function to protect Israelis and
Palestinians. Overall, the OSS in ICAHD's vision is based on self-determination of Israelis and
Palestinians within one single political state (ICAHD, 2019).
Figure. 5.2: Self-determination
A just peace and the process leading up to it must conform to human rights, international law and UN
resolutions in respect to both the national and individual rights of both peoples. (…) There seems to be only
one useful starting point for a joint effort to construct a single state for all: the principle of selfdetermination mitigated by the necessity of creating a single political entity.
ICAHD, n.d.
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5.1.3. One State Foundation
The aim of the One State Foundation (OSF) is to promote, advocacte and lobby for a One State Solution
(OSS). The motivation of the OSF to promote an OSS is because of oppression and an 'asymmetrical
relationship of power between Palestinians and Israel'. OSF argues that de facto sovereignty in a TSS
with the 1967 borders has been replaced by a de jure reality with Israel as the power entity, as
presented in figure 5.3. OSF argues that reality has to be transformed into an inclusive One State.
Figure 5.3: OSF argumentation of the OSS
'The aim would be to transform today's reality into a truly inclusive and democratic state, in which equality
before the law of every individual, without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion, is guaranteed.'
'The international community at large, which bears collective responsibility for the creation of the continuing
crisis known as the 'Israeli-Palestinian conflict', would need to step in to make a successful transition possible,
providing political, financial and practical support.'
OSF, n.d.

Furthermore, OSF argues that the borders of a One State should be between the Mediterranean Sea
and the Jordan River. The work of the OSF is to promote this idea, so the vision becomes eventually
internationally recognised. The authority in the territory needs to get help from the international
community. The international community will help with the administrative system of the authority
within the One State (OSF, n.d.). However, OSF does not mention any of the codes related to the capital
and the type of political system. It is still a blind spot for this particular vision for an OSS.

5.1.4. Peace Now
Peace Now is an Israeli based NGO and advocates for TSS. Peace Now argues that a solution based on
two states is the only viable solution. This should include a viable Palestinian state. Peace Now
advocates for reconciliation with Palestinians. Peace Now argues that Israeli settlements and control
in the West Bank jeopardize Israel and its democratic character. Peace Now envisions the borders on
the pre-1967 line and could include agreed land-swaps. It could strengthen the identity of Israel as a
Jewish state, by creating a Palestinian state based on a Palestinian Arab character.
The 1967 borders are also the internationally recognised borders. Peace Now argues that the Israeli
settlements in the West Bank are therefore a threat to Israel character in the international community.
The vision of Peace Now on Jerusalem is to split the city. The city should be divided on demographic
distribution and there should be a special international agreement on the Old city.
Peace Now influences the Knesset and is politically oriented. Peace Now is interested in governmental
decisions, rather than destabilize the political system of Israel. Peace Now respects the Knesset
(Newman & Hermann, 1992). Peace Now does not present itself in Palestinian politics and does not
have a clear vision on the political or administrative system of Palestine.

5.1.5. Palestinian Centre for Human Rights
The Palestinian Centre for Human Rights (PCHR) is a Gaza-City based NGO, who reports about the
violation of international human rights of Palestinians. Besides they promote a democratic culture in
Palestine. PCHR supports all work related to international law and UN resolutions for selfdetermination of Palestinians (PCHR, n.d.). PCHR sees the Two State Solution (TSS) as the most realistic
solution to solve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (CIDSE, n.d.).
The UN resolutions are based on a TSS on the pre-1967 lines. The status of Jerusalem has to be
negotiated between parties, based on international law. The legal government of Palestine is the
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Palestinian Authority (PA). Israel and its government are already recognised (UN, 2020). Logically,
PCHR will follow the vision of sovereignty on the pre-1967 borders, with the PA as the legal authority
and a negotiation of Jerusalem.

5.1.6. J Street
J Street is an NGO based in the United States and advocate in the US politics for the Jewish community
and US’ interest in Israel. J Street vision is a TSS with Israel as a Jewish state and wants to provide
Palestine a sovereign state. Its vision on the borders is based on the pre-1967 lines. It could include
agreed land swaps. The vision of J Street's is that the Israeli settlements in the West Bank are
threatening the viability of a Palestinian state. Israel must withdraw from its settlements and security
policy in the West Bank. The status of Jerusalem has to be negotiated. J Street believes that Jerusalem
is the capital of Israel and East Jerusalem the Palestinian capital. Arrangements have to be made to
guarantee access to the Old City for Jewish people for the Old City.
J Street recognizes the political system of Israel but argues that its administrative system is not legal in
the West Bank. J Street argues that Palestine needs a strong government. However, Hamas is blocking
the Palestinian government for a TSS. The Palestinian government must recognize Israel to establish
two states. There must be a solution in Palestinian governmental structures to resolve the political
separation in the West Bank and Gaza between Fatah and Hamas before J Street politically supports
the Palestinian political system.
However, J Street supports the veto of the US to the Palestinian application for Palestinian UN
membership. Besides, J Street does understand that the Palestinians want to become a member of the
International Criminal Court (ICC) but does not think it would stop the Israeli influence in the West
Bank. Thus, J Street does not support full international recognition of Palestine.
Figure 5.4: Administrative functions of Israel in Palestine
‘J Street condemns the indiscriminate firing of rockets from Gaza by Hamas and other entities at Israeli
civilians – and recognizes the fundamental right of Israel to take action to prevent and address acts of terror
and violence.’
J Street, n.d.

Besides, Israel could take administrative functions of the authority in Palestine related to the security
of Israeli's, as presented in figure 5.4. However, their vision is especially related to Hamas and Gaza
and does not mention the influence of security forces in the West Bank. Yet, J Street does not mention
any ideas to code political system.

5.1.7. Comparison OSS and TSS NGOs
The NGOs in the subcases envision different components and dimensions of sovereignty for Israel,
Palestine or the One State. As already a One or Two State Solution (OSS) (TSS) has in its name, the
difference is a one-or two states with different borders. This also entails different visions for
arrangements of sovereignty within the borders – relating to the capital and political and
administrative systems and their recognition and ability to function.
There are different visions for the internal borders by the OSS NGOs. OSF envisions one singular
democratic state, whereas ICAHD envisions one external border, but with two economic regions. The
difference between the OSF and ICAHD will create different political systems. OSF envisions one single
democratic system, whereas ICAHD envisions multiple regions with one overarching government like
a US model as a political system. Nonetheless, the external border of the OSS NGOs will be between
the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea. Zochrot, ICAHD and OSF do not mention Jerusalem as
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the future capital of the single state, but given the history and discussion about Jerusalem in the past,
it will most likely be the capital of the One State.
The visions of three TSS NGOs are all based on the pre-1967 borders. Yet, J Street and Peace Now say
land swaps are possible if both parties have agreed on it. The visions of the three NGOs include that
Israel has to remove its settlements in the West Bank. Israel should not have de facto sovereignty in
the (future) Palestinian state.
However, the three TSS NGOs have different visions of Jerusalem. PCHR follows the line of the UN to
get a dialogue about the future of Jerusalem. Peace Now wants to divide Jerusalem based on the
current demography of the city. J Street envisions Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, East Jerusalem as
the capital for Palestine and an arrangement for the old city. Thus there is no consistency in the TSS
NGOs for the solution of Jerusalem.
The component authority is less discussed by the six NGOs. Only J Street has a clear vision of the
political system of Palestine. The Palestinian government needs a strong government, without the
presence of Hamas. J Street wants one government instead of the de jure split between the West Bank
and Gaza. Yet, they do not mention the Israeli government or a transformation of the government.
The administrative system is only discussed in relation with Israeli presence in the West Bank. Yet all
the NGOs are clear that de facto sovereignty of Israel in the West Bank has to change to sovereignty
for Palestine.
Concluding, there is not one single OSS or TSS vision by the NGOs. There are multiple interpretations
of the solutions. Some NGOs relate more to the TSS as presented by Peace to Prosperity than other
NGOs. The ranking of the NGOs and their relationship is presented in figure 5.5. J Street has the most
similarities with Peace to Prosperity. J Street TSS vision also prioritize Israel's security over Palestine,
includes land swaps and they support the veto of the US to not make Palestine a UN member state.
Also Peace Now includes land swaps in their vision, but it does not say anything about Palestine's role
in the international community. ICAHD’s vision does relates to Trump's plan, but Peace to Prosperity
is called a TSS instead of an OSS and is not based on equal power relations. Peace to Prosperity will
create One State with Palestinian enclaves and two systems in One State. OSF is placed above PCHR
because the content of Peace to Prosperity does more relates to an OSS content than the vision of the
UN. Last, Zochrots main focus is the Nakba. Yet, Peace to Prosperity does not include the return of
refugees.
Figure 5.5: Raking of the closest relationship (1) to the furthest connection (6) with Peace to Prosperity

1. J Street
2. Peace Now

3. ICAHD
4. OSF

5. PCHR
6. Zochrot

There are significant differences in the approach to sovereignty among the organisation for an OSS or
TSS. The different visions on sovereignty could play a different role in their assessment of Peace to
Prosperity. We presume that the ranking in figure 5.2 also relates to the same ranking in the support
of Peace to Prosperity, in which J Street (1) is likely to support Peace to Prosperity more than Zochrot
(6). If it's so how do the NGOs refer to the elements of sovereignty in the support of the rejection of
the plan? The next section will combine the NGOs and Peace to Prosperity.
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5.2.

NGOs evaluation of Peace to Prosperity

The previous section was a descriptive overview of Peace to Prosperity and the visions of the NGOs on
sovereignty. The next section will combine the two cases in this research. First, there will be an
overview of the attitude of NGOs towards Peace to Prosperity and whether this is positive, negative or
neutral. This will answer the third sub-question: What is the attitude of NGOs supporting an OSS or TSS
toward Peace to Prosperity on social media and their websites? Second, the role of sovereignty in the
social media posts and the website will be discussed. This will include the components and dimensions
in the evaluation of Peace to Prosperity by the NGOs.
Two social media platforms and the websites of the organisations are used in the data set. It consist
71 Facebook posts and 129 Twitter posts, as presented in figure 5.6. Almost every social media post
has a negative attitude toward Peace to Prosperity, as presented in figure 5.7. The other dataset is
from the website statements. The four statements of ICAHD, PCHR, Peace Now and J Street are all
negative to Peace to Prosperity.
Figure 5.6: Social media posts of NGOs
NGO
Zochrot
ICAHD
OSF
Peace Now
PCHR
J Street
Total

Facebook
2
7
5
11
6
40
71

Twitter
5
42
1
81
129

Figure 5.7: Distribution in the attitude of all social media posts

Negative (95%)
Neutral (5%)
Positive (0%)

Analysing the Facebook posts, 96 percent (68 posts) of the Facebook posts have a negative attitude
towards Peace to Prosperity and four percent (3 posts) have no clear attitude and are marked as
neutral. Looking at the Tweets (Twitter posts), 95 percent have a negative attitude (123 posts) and five
percent (6 posts) have no clear positive or negative attitude and were marked as neutral. Thus, there
is no difference in the attitude towards Peace to Prosperity between the Twitter and Facebook posts.
The only difference between Facebook and Twitter posts is that the Twitter posts are logically shorter
than the Facebook posts and therefore consist of more negative elements per post, which leads to less
nuance.
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The six NGOs are all negative towards Peace to Prosperity. As Peace to Prosperity claims to be a Two
State Solution (TSS), it would be logical to expect that the One State Solution (OSS) NGOs have a
negative attitude towards this proposal. However, also the TSS NGOs are negative. Remarkably, the
TSS NGOs are less supportive of Peace to Prosperity than OSS. 80 percent of the Facebook posts are
posted by TSS NGOs. Besides, 95 percent of the Twitter posts are posted by TSS NGOs. The voice
against Peace to Prosperity is thus even louder from TSS NGOs than from OSS NGOs. However, it could
be that these TSS NGOs – especially J Street and Peace Now – already have a fundamental base with
much (inter)national support. It gives them the resources to have more employees and eventually
more creativity and capacity for social media posts.
Especially Peace Now and J Street were active on social media to reject Peace to Prosperity. They used
the terms Peace Sham or Annexation Deal in their posts, as presented in figure 5.8. Peace Now
organised a demonstration against Peace to Prosperity. J Street also mentions the annexation deal in
their post and made clear that Peace to Prosperity will not resolve the conflict. PCHR mentions that
the deal violates rights and is an act of a war or a war crime.
Figure 5.8: Rejection of TSS NGOs against Peace to Prosperity
Demonstration for “Peace, Not Annexation” to begin shortly. The signs we have created for the occasion read
“Peace Agreement, Not an Annexation Deal” and “Yes to Peace, No to Annexation” (Peace Now, Twitter post
29; Coded as: Attitude>Peace Now>Twitter>Negative>Annexation).
It is clear that the "plan" released yesterday by the Trump administration stands zero chance of serving as
the basis for renewed diplomacy to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (J Street, Twitter post 77; Coded
as: Attitude>J Street>Twitter>Negative>’Plan’).
Trump's Middle East Plan Violates Rights and Legitimizes War Crimes (PCHR, Facebook post 27; Coded as:
Attitude>PCHR>Facebook>Negative>Violation Human Rights).

The visualisation of Peace Now and J Street supports their attitude towards Peace to Prosperity, as
presented in figure 5.9 and 5.10. Multiple visualisations were used in the Twitter and Facebook posts.
Peace Now repeats their sentence to not support an Annexation Deal and make it urgent to highlight
Emergency Rally. Also J Street uses the words Emergency and Annexation Deal. Besides J Street wants
to reject the plan of Trump and calls for action from the US congress.
Figure 5.9: Visualisation of Peace Now on social media

Left: Peace Now, Twitter post 16 and Facebook post 16. Right: Peace Now, Facebook post 18 and Twitter post 22.
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Figure 5.10: Visualities of J Street on Twitter on social media

Left: J Street: Twitter post 79, 90 & 98. Right: J Street, Twitter posts 63, 66, 69,74 & 75

Besides, Peace Now and J Street use videos to reject Peace to Prosperity, as presented in figure 5.11.
In a video speech with Debra Shusan – Director of J Street – she clearly says that it is not a peace plan.
Also, Peace Now posted a speech of director Shaqued Morag during the protest they organised. Both
organisations gave the podium to their director. ICAHD gave their director space to openly reject Peace
to Prosperity as well. ICAHDS director Jeff Halper’s posts of his personal account were shared on
Facebook and his name was under ICAHDS website statement.
Figure 5.11: Speeches of NGOs directors in videos
So it’s important to speak clearly about this: This is not a peace plan. It’s a recipe for permanent occupation
and conflict and it’s a disaster for Israelis and Palestinians (J Streets’ director - Debra Shusan; J Street,
Facebook post 48 & Twitter post 72).
This is the time to back away from the plan, to back away from this annexation announcement and to begin
real negotiations for peace! We demand peace, peace now! (Peace Now’s director - Shaqued Morag; Peace
Now, Facebook post 24 & Twitter post 39).

Every NGOs used other words to describe their rejection of the plan. ICAHD used the word annexation
to refer to the de facto reality of sovereignty in Palestine. However, they did not use this term directly
to mention Peace to Prosperity. ICAHD and Zochrot focused on colonialism as presented in figure 5.12.
By referring to colonialism, the NGOs refer to one state’s repression of another land by claiming
sovereignty over that land. Besides ICAHD and OSF takes Peace to Prosperity not sirously by using
quotation marks.
Figure 5.12: OSS NGOs rejection of Peace to Prosperity
(…) "Trump's 'deal of the century' is simply the latest version of the state of Israel's colonial and racist
demands" (ICAHD, Facebook post 5; Coded as: Attitude>ICAHD>Facebook>Negative>Colonial).
A colonial deal will not bring peace (Zochrot, Facebook post 1; Coded as: Attitude>Zochrot>Facebook
>Negative>Colonial).
Our valued US-based organizer Chris Whitman shares his thoughts on what is next for Palestinians in light
of the so-called 'Deal of the Century' (OSF, Facebook post 13: Coded as: Attitude>OSF>Facebook>Negative
>’Deal’).

Strikingly, none of the social media posts or website statements used the official title of the document
‘Peace to Prosperity’ in the texts, videos or photos as presented in figures 5.8- 5.12. Instead, the NGOs
used synonyms as Annexation Deal, Peace Sham, ‘Deal’ ‘Plan’ or ‘Deal of the Century’ to make clear
that they do not take the plan of Trump seriously.
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Concluding, OSS and TSS NGOs both reject Peace to Prosperity. Both parties do not consider Peace to
Prosperity as a serious proposal to resolve the conflict. Peace to Prosperity is a TSS, but the TSS NGOs
were even harder in their rejection than the OSS, using more negative words. There is no difference in
the attitude towards Peace to Prosperity between the various NGOs on either Facebook or Twitter.
Besides, the website statements are all negative towards the plan.
However, their rejection – discussed so far – is discussed on the negative attitude, but not on the
content of sovereignty in Peace to Prosperity. The OSS and the TSS NGOs all rejected the plan and have
the same conclusion. But did the OSS and TSS NGOs use the same arguments to reject Peace to
Prosperity? The next section will discuss the role of sovereignty in the social media posts of the six
NGOs.

5.3.

Elements of sovereignty in the evaluation of NGOs

The previous section showed that all NGOs rejected Peace to Prosperity. This section will discuss the
role of sovereignty in social media posts. It will answer the fourth sub-question: What is the role of
sovereignty in the online evaluation of Peace to Prosperity of these NGOs? After a general overview,
the role of the components and dimensions of sovereignty will be discussed
More than half of the Twitter and Facebook posts referred at least once to the components and
dimensions of sovereignty. Figure 5.13 and 5.14 present the social media posts which have at least one
reference to sovereignty. In the Facebook posts, 66 percent of the posts (47) were coded with at least
one reference to sovereignty, which was 61 percent for the Twitter posts (78). All website statements
related to at least one element of sovereignty.
Figure 5.13: Sovereignty in Facebook post

Yes (66%)

No (34%)

Figure 5.14: Sovereignty in Twitter posts

Yes (61%)

No (39%)

If the Facebook posts are split between NGOs, there is a small difference, as presented in figure 5.15.
Half of all Twitter and Facebook posts had at least one element of sovereignty by every NGO, except
for the PCHR. Zochrot and PCHR just had a few Twitter posts about Peace to Prosperity and the
percentage of sovereignty is higher. However, Peace Now and J Street posted over 30 posts on Twitter.
Peace Now had a ratio of 74 percent Twitter posts and J Street 54 percent with at least one reference
to sovereignty. However, J Street had a relatively higher amount of posts on Facebook with at least
one element of sovereignty than Peace Now.
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Figure 5.15: Posts with at least one reference to sovereignty
Organisation

Zochrot
ICAHD
OSF
Peace Now
PCHR
J Street

Total
Facebook
posts
2
7
5
11
6
40

Facebook:
at least one
reference
1
5
3
7
5
26

Facebook
Relative (in %)
50
71
60
64
83
65

Total
Tweets
5
42
1
81

Twitter: at
least
one
reference
3
31
0
44

Twitter
Relative (in %)
60
74
0
54

Figure 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 show the elements of sovereignty which are at least once mentioned on
Twitter, Facebook and in the website statement. As shown in these figures, all NGOs mention more
the component territory than the administrative system. The NGOs mention at least once the borders
and its recognition. The component authority is mentioned more frequently to the dimension
'Domestic Control'. The next section will discuss each NGO and their references to sovereignty.

TBI-In (Territory - Border - Int. Recog. by individual states)
TBI-World (Territory - Border - Int. Recog. by UN)
TCI-In (Territory - Capital - Int. Recog. by individual states)
TCI-World (Territory - Capital - Int. Recog. by UN)
TBDC (Territory - Border - Domestic Control)
TCDC (Territory - Capital - Domestic Control)
APSI-In (Authority - Political System - Int. Recog. by individual states)
APSI-World (Authority - Political System - Int. Recog. by UN)
AASI-In (Authority - Administrative System - Int. Recog.by individual states)
AASI-World (Authority - Administrative System - Int. Recog. by UN)
APSDC (Authority - Political System - Domestic Control)
AASDC (Authority - Administrative System - Domestic Control)

J Street

PCHR
c

-

J Street

PCHR

OSF

Peace Now

c

ICAHD

Zochrot

TBI-In (Territory - Border - Int. Recog. by individual states)
TBI-World (Territory - Border - Int. Recog. by UN)
TCI-In (Territory - Capital - Int. Recog. by individual states)
TCI-World (Territory - Capital - Int. Recog. by UN)
TBDC (Territory - Border - Domestic Control)
TCDC (Territory - Capital - Domestic Control)
APSI-In (Authority - Political System - Int. Recog. by individual states)
APSI-World (Authority - Political System - Int. Recog. by UN)
AASI-In (Authority - Administrative System - Int. Recog.by individual states)
AASI-World (Authority - Administrative System - Int. Recog. by UN)
APSDC (Authority - Political System - Domestic Control)
AASDC (Authority - Administrative System - Domestic Control)
Figure 5.17: References to codes on Twitter (Green = mentioned, Red = Not mentioned)

Peace Now

OSF

ICAHD

Zochrot

Figure 5.16: References to codes on Facebook (Green = mentioned, Red = Not mentioned)

-
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TBI-In (Territory - Border - Int. Recog. by individual states)
TBI-World (Territory - Border - Int. Recog. by UN)
TCI-In (Territory - Capital - Int. Recog. by individual states)
TCI-World (Territory - Capital - Int. Recog. by UN)
TBDC (Territory - Border - Domestic Control)
TCDC (Territory - Capital - Domestic Control)
APSI-In (Authority - Political System - Int. Recog. by individual states)
APSI-World (Authority - Political System - Int. Recog. by UN)
AASI-In (Authority - Administrative System - Int. Recog.by individual states)
AASI-World (Authority - Administrative System - Int. Recog. by UN)
APSDC (Authority - Political System - Domestic Control)
AASDC (Authority - Administrative System - Domestic Control)

-

J Street

PCHR

Peace Now

OSF

ICAHD

Zochrot

Figure 5.18: References to each code in the website statement (Green = mentioned, Red = Not mentioned)

-

5.3.1. Zochrot
Zochrot posted on Facebook and Twitter about the rejection of Peace to Prosperity. Zochrot’s focus is
on the recognised borders of an individual state, as presented in figure 5.19 and 5.20. They did not
mention any codes related to the authority. Their Facebook and Twitter posts mainly concentrate on
the US and that they did not recognise the borders of Palestine. The US is mentioned as the worldleader, with a colonial worldview by Zochrot (Coded as: TBI-World). Besides, Zochrot mentions on
Twitter that the US determines the borders of Palestine. Therefore, according to them the reflection
of sovereignty on Peace to Prosperity is not only related to the jure sovereignty but also disrespects
the borders.
Figure 5.19: Zochrot and the imperial power
When Trump says “ the Palestinians will object first but will understand that it’s good for them,” he echoes a
colonial worldview presuming that he, the head of the imperial power, knows better the needs of the
inhabitants and the people who were born here in Palestine (Zochrot, Facebook post 1; Coded as: NGO
media>Zochrot>Facebook>TBI-World>Imperial power).
Figure 5.20: Zochrot and de jure sovereignty
Once again, as in the Balfour Declaration&Partition Plan, a colonial power divides Palestine & determines its
borders & rights without asking the Palestinians (Zochrot, Twitter post 2; Coded as: NGO
Media>Zochrot>Twitter>TBI-In>Balfour).

Zochrot reflects their vision on sovereignty on the de facto recognition and to de jure reality of the
borders of one state. However, they mention the code TBI-In (Territory – Border – International
Recognition by individual states) only once on Facebook and once on Twitter. The role of sovereignty
in the rejection of Peace to Prosperity by Zochrot is therefore limited and only relates to the de jure
and de facto borders for the Palestinians.
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5.3.2. Israeli Committee Against House Demolition
The Israeli Committee Against House Demolition (ICAH)D uses two media platforms– Facebook and
their website - to express the rejection towards Peace to Prosperity. Three out of the seven Facebook
posts are posted by ICAHDs' founder Jeff Halper. The Facebook posts relates more to the dimension
Domestic Control than to the dimension International Recognition. Especially the sub-components
Administrative system of Palestine and borders – related to domestic control – are mentioned by
ICAHD, as presented in figure 5.21.
Figure 5.21 References to sovereignty by ICAHD
Code
APSDC (Authority – Political System – Domestic Control)
AASDC (Authority – Administrative System – Domestic Control)
TBDC (Territory – Borders – Domestic Control)
TCDC (Territory – Capital – Domestic Control)
TBI-In (Territory – Borders – International Recognition by individual states)

Number
1
6
12
3
7

ICAHD mentions that Israel will take over the functions of the Palestinians. Nothing will change in the
control of Israel of the highways or its settlements and the control over the capital Jerusalem as
presented in figure 5.22. ICAHD relates to the term Bantustan, which was the territory of the black
population during the apartheid regime in South-Africa.
Figure 5.22: Dimension of sovereignty – Domestic Control – mentioned by ICAHD
(…) the Palestinians are left with a sterile bantustan: no contiguous territory, no border with the Arab states,
no control over water or other vital resources, loss of Jerusalem as a religious, cultural and political centre
(…) (ICAHD, Facebook post 3; Coded as: NGO Media>ICAHD>Facebook>TBDC – and TCDC).
(…) the dystopian reality facing Palestinians forever under the NetanyahuTrump "Deal of the Century," which
leaves all Palestinians permanently under Israeli control, regardless of the bantustan's borders. (ICAHD,
Facebook post 7; Coded as: NGO Media>ICAHD>Facebook>AASDC>Palestine).

The component Territory is not respected by Israel and the US or Netanyahu and Trump as ICAHD
mentioned. Moreover, ICAHD argues that the Bantustan – e.g. an apartheid state – has been
recognised by the US, Europe and Arab states, as presented in figure 5.23. ICAHD says the support of
these states will let Israel continue its dominance over Palestine, which is unacceptable.
Figure 5.23: Statement against states(-organisations)
You'll never hesitate about using the term "apartheid" again. It is in our face, and Israel can get away with it
with impunity because of the active backing of the US government (all US governments, not only Trump's),
the cowardice of Europe and the complicity of the Arab states (ICAHD, Facebook post 7; Coded as: NGOMedia>ICAHD>Facebook>TBI-In>EU – and Arab)

The website statement relates to the posts on Facebook. On the website as well, ICAHD refers to the
territory of Israel and Palestine with the Bantustan and with the control of Israel over Palestinian
territory. Domestic Control is an important dimension in ICAHDs' rejection of Peace to Prosperity. The
extra element ICAHD mentions on their website is the relationship with de jure sovereignty combined
with the territory in the One State Solution (OSS). ICAHD argues that Israel has created an apartheid
state by controlling the territory of Palestinians. The OSS is the only solution to end this apartheid of
territory, presented in figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: Domestic Control – Territory – related to the OSS
Transforming the one apartheid state created by Israel and given political legitimization by Trump into a
single democracy of equal rights for all its citizens is the task before us all. (ICAHD, website statement; Coded
as: NGO Media>ICAHD>Website>TBDC)

Concluding, ICAHD refers to sovereignty, whereby the borders are the most related aspect, coded as
TBDC and TCI-In. The website statement does not show a difference in the role of sovereignty in the
rejection of Peace to Prosperity by ICAHD. They refer to borders in the dimension Domestic Control
and include the role of Netanyahu and Trump as the not respecting actor. They do not only mention
the external borders but the domestic controlling of Israel over Palestine as well.

5.3.3. One State Foundation
The One State Foundation (OSF) only used Facebook in their media outreach to reject Peace to
Prosperity. Three out of seven posts consist of an element of sovereignty. OSF refers to the borders
related to de facto sovereignty, in which Israel is the actor who is not respecting the territory. OSF
refers to de jure and de facto sovereignty, as shown in figure 5.25. De facto sovereignty is mentioned
by the annexation of Israel over Palestinian territory. The realisation of this plan will not change
anything in the current situation in Israel and the Palestinian territories – related to de jure sovereignty.
Figure 5.25: De facto & de jure sovereignty
De facto annexation has already happened and continues to happen every day; it is only de jure annexation
that’s still being fought over (OSF, Facebook post 14; Coded as: NGO Media>OSF>Facebook>TBDC).
'Israel has been treating the settlements as an inseparable part of the country for a long time already. De
jure annexation won’t drastically change anything of importance that isn’t already happening on the ground
(OSF, Facebook post 14; Coded as: NGO Media>OSF>Facebook>TBDC).

Besides, the other component, Authority, is mentioned by OSF. The Palestinian Authority has only a
'tiny bit of legitimacy' in their eyes. The Palestinian Authority is not fully recognised and respected by
others according to OSF.
To find a viable basis for a One State Solution (OSS), OSF seeks international support for their solution.
OSF tries to find international recognition for the vision – including recognised borders – by the EU.
They refer in figure 5.26 to the EU and the 'disappointing statement of the EU'. The EU still envisions a
TSS instead of an OSS. OSF, therefore, rejects the statement of the EU on Peace to Prosperity.
Figure 5.26: Reaction to EU's' TSS statement
Since the end of January, the 'Deal of the Century' has dominated the debate on the viability of the two state
solution and in connection to this the possibility of a one state solution. While the EU, unsurprisingly yet
disappointingly, has issued yet another statement expressing continued commitment to a two state solution
(…) (OSF, Facebook post 12; Coded as: NGO Media>OSF>Facebook>TBI-In>EU).

Concluding, sovereignty was important in the rejection of Peace to Prosperity by OSF, but it focused
to the borders (coded as TBDC and TBI-In). The coded text of OSF related to borders in a de jure
dimension and the recognition of the EU on a TSS instead of an OSS.
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5.3.4. Peace Now
Peace Now refers to sovereignty on Twitter, Facebook and their website statement. There is a
difference in the amount of text in the three sources when it comes to the issue of borders. On
Facebook, the component borders is more related to the dimension of domestic control (TBDC),
whereas their Twitter posts and the website statements relate to the component International
Recognition, as presented in figure 5.27.
Peace Now’s vision is based on four elements: negotiations, recognised borders, two capitals and a
resolution for the refugee issue. The borders and the capitals are the components related to
operationalisation sovereignty in this research. Peace Now made a visualisation to support their
rejection as presented in figure 5.28. They say: ‘this is how you make peace’ and relate to sovereignty
– the borders and the capital – and therefore reject Peace to Prosperity. They posted the visualisation
on Twitter as well as Facebook.
Figure 5.27: References of Peace Now to elements of sovereignty
Code
AASDC (Authority - Administrative System - Domestic Control)
APSDC (Authority - Political System - Domestic Control)
TBDC (Territory - Border - Domestic Control)
TBI-In (Territory - Border - Int. Recog. by individual states)
TCDC (Territory - Capital - Domestic Control)
TCI-In (Territory - Capital - Int. Recog. by individual states)

Twitter

Facebook
2
3
4
22
2
-

1
2
7
3
1
3

Website
5
9
1
1

The amount of references to the recognition of the borders is high, because Peace Now refers a lot to
their organised march against Peace to Prosperity. Peace Now refers to annexation, recognised by
Trump. Besides, the borders are seen as a threat to Israel, because it will only lead to more violence.
Peace Now refers to Trump as the actor who is recognising borders which are not envisioned by Peace
Now, as shown in figure 5.29. Peace Now repeats the phrase 'Yes for a Peace Agreement, No to an
Annexation Plan' multiple times on Twitter.
Figure 5.28: Visualisation of Peace Nows’ rejection based on the two components of territory
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Figure 5.29: References to borders
Expert thread on the Trump plan. Worth the read for anyone trying to get to the bottom of just how shoddy
this "piece of work" is: ‘Dan Rothem @drothem: Long Thread: The borders/territory/settlements dimension
of Trump’s plan.’ (Peace Now, Twitter post 24; Coded as: NGO Media>Peace Now>Twitter>TBI-In>Trump).
Marching in city centre Tel Aviv to say "Yes for a Peace Agreement, No to an Annexation Plan" in response to
the Trump Sham (Peace Now, Twitter post 30; Coded as: NGO Media>Peace Now>Twitter>TBI-In>Trump).

Especially the recognition of Trump’s new borders are discussed by Peace Now. Peace Now does not
agree with the recognition of the new borders made by Trump. Peace Now does not relate to any other
authority that is not respecting or recognising the territory. They refer to it on Twitter as well as in
their website statement.
However, there are relatively small numbers of references to the administrative system of Israel and
Palestine on Facebook or Twitter. Peace Now does mention the ‘defensible borders’. Nonetheless,
Peace Now’s website statement refers much more to the administrative system of Israel, which has
taken over the control of security and the control of the borders of the authority of Palestine, as
presented in figure 2.30.
Figure 5.30: Respected administrative system
One of the basic definitions of a sovereign state entails security control over its territory. In the framework of
various former peace talks, an understanding has already been reached that a Palestinian state will be
demilitarized, as a means of addressing Israel’s security concerns. Yet stationing the Israeli military in territory
belonging to a future Palestinian state effectively denies Palestinians of a state (Peace Now, Website
statement; Coded as: NGO Media>Peace Now>Website>AASDC>Palestine).

Peace Now refers five times in their website statement that Israel controls the Palestinian state. Peace
Now says that Palestine is not a real sovereign state. However, they do not mention on Twitter or
Facebook that Israel has de jure sovereignty over Palestine.
The other component of the territory is the capital. The capital is one of the four main pillars of Peace
Now's rejection of Peace to Prosperity as presented in figure 5.31. Peace Now’s vision is presented in
the posts. They want to split Jerusalem. Besides, they mention that Israel has control over the
Palestinians and thus are not recognising the territory of the Palestinians – a relationship with de facto
sovereignty.
Figure 5.31: Peace Now referring to Jerusalem
Both the Jewish and Palestinian people have national and religious claims in Jerusalem. With the right
coordination and technology, both nations can enjoy capitals in Jerusalem without a Berlin Wall-style division
of the city (Peace Now, Facebook post 16; Coded as: NGO Media>Peace Now>Facebook>TCI-In>One Capital).
The US proposal determines that East Jerusalem, along with its hundreds of thousands of Palestinian
residents and holy sites, will remain under Israeli sovereignty, while Palestinians are left to establish their
capital in surrounding towns and villages (Peace Now, website statement; Coded as: NGO Media>Peace
Now>Website>TCI-In).

Concluding, sovereignty is an important element in the rejection of Peace to Prosperity. However,
there are differences between the components and dimensions of sovereignty in Peace Now's
discussions of Peace to Prosperity on Twitter, Facebook and their website. The overall rejection is
mostly related to the rejection of the plan regarding the territory, including its borders and capital. On
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Twitter Peace Now refers more to International Recognition (TBI-In: Territory – Borders – International
recognition by individual states), whereas they refer more to the dimension of domestic control on
Facebook (TBDC: Territory – Borders – Domestic Control). They relate to the plan of Trump as a failure
for diplomatic relations. On Twitter and Facebook they relate to de facto sovereignty, but not directly
to the authority. They only say that the Palestinian administrative system will be controlled by Israel.

5.3.5. Palestinian Centre for Human Rights
The Palestinian Centre for Human Rights (PCHR) uses Facebook, Twitter and their website in which
they reject Peace to Prosperity. Yet, the role of sovereignty is limited in PCHRs' social media posts and
statement. There are no elements of sovereignty in the evaluation in their Tweets, as presented in
figure 5.32. There are elements of sovereignty in the Facebook posts, but in a quite limited way and
they use the same sentence in multiple posts about Peace to Prosperity.
Figure 5.32: References to sovereignty by PCHR
Codes
AASI-World (Authority – Administrative System – Int. Recog. By UN)
APSDC (Authority – Political System – Domestic Control)
TBDC (Territory – Border – Domestic Control)
TBI-In (Territory – Border – International Recognition by individual states)
TBI-World (Territory – Border – International Recognition by UN)

Twitter
-

Facebook
4
1
1
1

Website
1
1
3
1

PCHR documents violations of human rights in the Palestinian Territories every week. They mention
protests against the vision of Peace to Prosperity four times, as presented in figure 5.33. They stress
mention that the actions of Israel in the Palestinian Territories are not in line with the resolutions of
the UN and international law. Therefore, the vision of the UN is an important factor in the rejection of
PCHR on Peace to Prosperity. PCHR is the only NGO that has references to TBI-World (Territory –
Borders – International Recognition by the UN). PCHR argues that the UN does not recognise the plan.
PCHR indirectly mentions that Israel's presence is illegal in the Palestinian Territories. Hence, Israel is
considered as the actor who does not respect the territory and authority.
Figure 5.33: PCHR and the UN
This week, PCHR documented 170 violations of international human rights law and international
humanitarian law (IHL) by Israeli occupation forces (IOF) and settlers in the occupied Palestinian territory.
This was reflected in dealing with the peaceful protests organized against Trump’s Peace Plan for the Middle
East known as the “Deal of Century” that violates the rights of the Palestinian people and is in conflict with
the United Nation (UN) resolutions and international law (PCHR, Facebook post 29; Coded as: NGO
Media>PCHR>Website>AASI-World>Palestine).
Figure 5.34: PCHR reflecting on de facto sovereignty
Palestinians would have a mirage of a state that has limited autonomy and lacks geographical integrity or
sovereignty over its lands and resources (PCHR, Website statement; Coded as: NGO
Media>Website>PCHR>TBDC).
Israel created a new version of apartheid in which settlers enjoy privileges at the expense of the indigenous
population who are besieged and separated in Bantustans, stripped of their rights guaranteed by
international law and oppressed by the means of law and brute force that are enforced by its occupation
forces and military rule (PCHR, Website statement; Coded as: NGO Media>Website>PCHR>TBDC).
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The website statement of PCHR is much more elaborated on issues related to sovereignty than their
social media posts. PCHR relates once again to the UN, explaining that Trump is not respecting the
1967-borders and UN Resolutions. Yet, on their website, PCHR also mentions that the Palestinians have
little autonomy over its borders and declares that Israel will take over the administrative system of
Palestine with their military forces, as presented in figure 5.34. There is thus no de facto sovereignty
according to PCHR.
Thus, PCHRs' rejection of Peace to Prosperity included only limited relations to sovereignty. On Twitter,
there was no relation to sovereignty at all. The Facebook posts only directly relates to resolutions of
the UN (Coded as AASI-World). However, their website statement also directly relates to the presence
of Israel in the Palestinian Territories and the lack of de jure sovereignty for Palestine in Peace to
Prosperity.

5.3.6. J Street
J Street used three media platforms to reject Peace to Prosperity. The borders are the most used
element of sovereignty in social media posts. J Street refers to de jure as well as de facto sovereignty.
Also, the administrative system is part of the rejection. However, more references to this component
are made on Twitter than on Facebook, as presented in figure 5.35.
Figure 5.35: References to sovereignty by J Street
Code
APSDC (Authority – Political System – Domestic Control)
TBDC (Territory – Border – Domestic Control)
TBI-In (Territory – Border – International Recognition by individual states)
AASDC (Authority – Administrative system – Domestic Control)
AASI-World (Authority – Admin. System – Int. Recog. by individual states

Facebook
1
10
18

Twitter
4
2
36
4
1

Website
3
2
2

J Street reacts on the border plan in Peace to Prosperity by referring to annexation of the West Bank.
Their reaction is directed to Netanyahu and Trump, as shown in figure 5.36. They refer to Trump and
Netanyahu on Twitter and Facebook. J Street also refers to the US Congress to get support for their
vision. Besides, they collect multiple statements of states or state-organisations like the EU who also
rejects the plan of Trump. They involve the international community in their rejection.
Figure 5.36: J Street referring to Trump and Netanyahu’s plan
As the Trump-Netanyahu axis doubles down on annexation, you can double your impact in the fight against
their destructive policies (J Street, Facebook post 53; Coded as: NGO Media>J Street>Facebook>TBIIn>Trump).
What Trump & Netanyahu announced today is not a peace plan. It's a recipe for permanent occupation and
endless conflict (J Street, Twitter post 73; Coded as: NGO Media>J Street>Twitter>TBI-In>Trump).

Figure 5.37 relates to the recognition and de jure sovereignty of Israel by the US. J Street also includes
a rejection on the de jure sovereignty. J Street argues that Israel has already de facto sovereignty in
the West Bank. They refer to the fact that Israel will apply its laws on the West Bank and the Jordan
Valley. Also in Twitter posts and their website statement they refers to this element of de jure
sovereignty.
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Figure 5.37: J Street referring to de jure sovereignty
Instead, it is the logical culmination of repeated bad-faith steps this administration has taken to validate the
agenda of the Israeli right, prevent the achievement of a viable, negotiated two-state solution and ensure
that Israel’s illegal occupation of Palestinian territory in the West Bank becomes permanent (J Street,
Facebook post 46; Coded as: NGO Media>J Street>Facebook>TBDC>Trump).

J Street is also referring to the authority and the political and administrative system. On all three media
sources they refer to the Israeli political and administrative system, but only on Twitter to the authority
of Palestine. All references to these codes are related to de jure sovereignty. J Street argues that Trump
and Netanyahu are not respecting the Israeli political system. The release date was during the
impeachment of Trump and just before the Israeli election. J Street argues that both leaders are
manipulating the political system of Israel to get Netanyahu re-elected, as presented in figure 5.38.
Figure 5.38: J Street’s referring to Israel’s political system
The corrupt bond between Israel’s prime minister and the U.S. president might help them win elections, but
it doesn’t keep their citizens safe (J Street, Facebook post 60; Coded as: NGO Media>J
Street>Facebook>APSDC>Israel).
President Trump, Ambassador Friedman and their far-right supporters are working to undermine Israeli
democracy, sabotage genuine diplomacy and codify a status quo of permanent conflict and occupation. We
must do everything we can to stop them (J Street, Website statement; Coded as: NGO Media>J
Street>Website>APSDC>Israel).

Concluding, sovereignty was an important element in the rejection of J Street. J Street mainly relates
to Trump and Netanyahu in their plan on the borders and the political system of Israel (coded in APSDC
and TBDC). J Street does not directly involve the Palestinian side in their rejection. J Street seeks
international support of other states or state organisations to back support for their rejection, such as
the EU, US Congress and US presidential candidates.

5.3.7. Use of sovereignty in the rejection
Sovereignty plays an important part in the rejection of the One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State
Solution (TSS) NGOs. However, not every component or dimension of sovereignty is important for each
NGOs in their rejection. The most important component is the border issue. The OSS, as well as the
TSS, reject the vision of Trump and his new borders. The other element of the territory is the capital,
but this is less important in the rejection, except for Peace Now and J Street. The codes of the territory
related to the component authority. The authority of Israel would dominance the authority of Palestine
and would include the control of the territory. Each (sub-)component will be discussed.
Authority: Borders
The borders of the component territory is the most referred code to reject Peace to Prosperity. A
logical explanation for the OSS NGOs is that any borders of a TSS will not relate with an OSS, based on
external borders. However, even when the borders of the OSS NGOs did not envision the borders of
Peace to Prosperity, the reaction was not only about the external borders of Israel/Palestine but more
to the recognition – a de jure sovereignty - of a de facto sovereignty of Israel in the West Bank. The
reaction of the OSS NGOs was not on an OSS vs TSS level, but rather for the lack of sovereignty for the
Palestinian state in the TSS of Peace to Prosperity.
None of the TSS NGOs have the same vision of a TSS of Peace to Prosperity. The TSS NGOs do not like
the plan at all. While J Street and Peace Now are pro-Israeli organisations, they also rejected a plan
which gives Israel more dominance than Palestine. The code TBI (Territory – Border – International
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Recognition by individual states) was most important in their rejection. The 1967-border does not
relate to the vision of the TSS NGOs. De facto sovereignty of Israel in the West Bank would be
recognised by the US.
Territory: Capital
The vision of Peace to Prosperity about the capital, the other component of territory, does not meet
the visions of any NGO. The three TSS NGOs (Peace Now, PCHR and J Street) agree that there must be
a separation in the city: a part for Israel and Palestine. However, Peace to Prosperity would make
Jerusalem the capital of Israel. While Jerusalem is one of the main discussions in any peace proposal,
the rejection of NGOs was less focused on the solution for the capital than on the external borders of
Israel and Palestine. The OSS NGOs do not speak about Jerusalem in their vision on sovereignty, as
discussed in section 5.1. Only ICAHD included Jerusalem/Al-Quds in their reaction. However, the vision
of the OSS does not need a solution for Jerusalem.
Authority
The value of the component Authority is different for the NGOs. Zochrot, as well as OSF, did not directly
react to the administrative system of the Palestinians or Israelis. Only ICAHD refers to the
administrative system, in which Israel takes over the functions of the Palestinian system. On the side
of the TSS NGOs, J Street focusses on the political system of Israel and their de jure activities in the
West Bank, whereas Peace Now includes more the point of view of the Palestinians. The reaction of
the six NGOs on the authority were all related to border issues, including security and military control,
referring to the de jure sovereignty of Israel in the West Bank and the future Palestinian state. None
of the Tweets or Facebook posts related to other elements of the administrative system mentioned by
Peace to Prosperity, such as Israelis influences in schools.
Peace to Prosperity also includes the demilitarization of Palestine and excludes Hamas and PIJ in the
Palestinian political system. Nevertheless, this is mentioned just once by Peace Now and not by any
other NGO. The rejection of Peace to Prosperity of the OSS and TSS NGOs is mainly based on the
borders of the plan including the limitations of the Palestinian administrative system to control the
borders instead of relating to other elements of the administrative-and political system.
The OSS versus the TSS
Section 5.1 made a ranking of the vision and the relationship beforehand to Peace to Prosperity, as
presented in figure 5.39. However, as figure 5.40 shows, the NGOs who mostly relate to Peace to
Prosperity were the organisations who rejected the strongest to reject Peace to Prosperity. J street
had a lot of posts in which they expressed their rejection in several ways. Zochrot had a limited vision
for an OSS. The vision of the NGOs and their preference for an OSS or TSS did not directly say that the
TSS were more positive about Peace to Prosperity.
This research separated the OSS and the TSS NGOs. Both cases have a different vision on the solution
for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Yet, their focal point in the reaction of a TSS peace proposal is not
very different. Of course, both groups focus on different components and dimensions of sovereignty
or use a website statement or more social media posts. However, both groups realise that there is
already de facto sovereignty of Israel in the West Bank, which will become a de jure sovereignty, as
recognised by the US in Peace to Prosperity.
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Figure 5.39: Ranking of relationship NGOs vision with Peace to Prosperity (1 most related - 6 less related)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

J Street
Peace Now
ICAHD
OSF
PCHR
Zochrot

Figure 5.40: Ranking of support – rejection Peace to Prosperity (1 less rejected – 6 heavy rejected)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Zochrot
OSF
PCHR
ICAHD
Peace Now
J Street

The difference between the OSS and the TSS is that the OSS NGOs have already lost faith in, again, a
new peace proposal, whereas the TSS still believes a Palestinian state could be created. After all, Peace
to Prosperity shows that a peace proposal with two states, which are equal in a Westphalia state
system and with the equal sovereign power of the administrative body, is not the vision of Peace to
Prosperity. De facto sovereignty becomes de jure sovereignty in the West Bank.
The NGOs rejection of Peace to Prosperity shows that the discussion of a future solution is not based
on the names of an OSS or a TSS. There are multiple interpretations of a TSS, including different options
for a solution. That is shown by a comparison of the visions of the TSS NGOs and a comparison with
Peace to Prosperity. Sovereignty plays an important part in the solution. There is no blueprint for
sovereignty in a TSS, a reason why the TSS rejected the TSS of Trump. Moreover, the OSS rejection was
not much different compared to the TSS NGOs. Also, the OSS has no blueprint for the solution and is
interpreted in multiple ways.
In the end, the discussion is not about an OSS against a TSS. Of course, the rejection of Peace to
Prosperity shows that there are differences between the organisations. However, the connection is
that the supporters for both solutions want to change the de facto sovereignty of Israel in the
Palestinian Territories. The difference is that the OSS supporters want to make a de facto sovereignty
into a full de jure sovereignty, which would create one state. The TSS supporters, on the other hand,
want to change the de jure sovereignty of Israel in the Palestinian Territories into a de jure sovereignty
for Palestine. However, if a solution is made which will not change the de jure sovereignty into a de
facto sovereignty including all Palestinian Territories, or change de jure sovereignty from Israel to
Palestine, the OSS and TSS will both reject it. After discussing the role of sovereignty in the rejection
of the OSS and TSS NGOs, the next chapter will come back to the main research question and reflect
on the contributions and the limitations of this research.
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6. Conclusion
The previous chapter discussed the role of sovereignty in Peace to Prosperity, the vision of the NGOs
on the solutions, the attitude of the NGOs toward Peace to Prosperity and the role of sovereignty in
the evaluation of Peace to Prosperity by the NGOs. This chapter reflects on the results, gives
contributions to the scientific and societal debate and discusses the limitations of this research. What
do the results mean for the understanding of Peace to Prosperity? What is the role of sovereignty these
days? What is the role of NGOs in peace proposals? What does this research say about the OSS and
TSS? This section will reflect on these issues. First of all, chapter 6.1. will answer the main research
question. Section 6.2. will reflect on limitations, implications and the possibilities for future research.

6.1.

Answering the research question

This research started with a discussion on the support of different types of solutions for the Israeli
Palestinian Conflict – the One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS). Peace to
Prosperity claims to be a TSS. Sovereignty is an important concept in peace proposals and, therefore,
in Peace to Prosperity. Besides, the use of online platforms has increased in recent years. So, the main
research question in this research is:
How does NGOs support for either the One State Solution or the Two State Solution in the IsraelPalestine conflict affect their evaluation of the Peace to Prosperity in online sources?
The OSS and TSS NGOs both reject Peace to Prosperity. Sovereignty plays an important part in the
rejection of Peace to Prosperity by the six NGOs in their Tweets, Facebook posts and website
statements. The rejection is mostly based on the borders and the control of Israel of the borders. Peace
to Prosperity draws new borders for a TSS. Yet, the borders are not in line with the vision of the TSS
NGOs, who envision borders on the 1967-line. Besides, the TSS NGOs do not want Israeli presence in
the West Bank. There are also differences between the vision of Peace to Prosperity about the status
of Jerusalem and the visions of the NGOs. However, this component was less important in their
rejection of Peace to Prosperity.
Peace to Prosperity claims to be a TSS, but its content looks more like an OSS. Israeli will control all the
land in Israel and Palestine. There is no equal sovereignty in Trump’s plan. Therefore, the OSS NGOs
reject Peace to Prosperity because of the unequal power relations between Israel and Palestine. The
borders and the dominance of Israel over Palestine in the component authority are the most important
factors for the rejection of the OSS NGOs.
The vision of the OSS and TSS NGOs is not related to the vision of Peace to Prosperity. This research
shows that there is no blueprint in the sovereignty of the OSS or the TSS. Rather, multiple parties say
that they have an OSS or a TSS. Peace to Prosperity is a TSS, but did not relate to two equals states,
but rather to an OSS without equal rights. What might be called as an OSS could function as a TSS. A
workable solution needs to have two equal sovereign states in a TSS or equal rights for the people in
an OSS. Yet, Peace to Prosperity has neither of both and is another failed plan for the conflict between
Israel and Palestine. It begs the question if it is sovereignty what matters in an OSS or a TSS peace
proposal or if it is the practical self-determination of the territory and the system of authority. The next
section will discuss the role of sovereignty in peace proposals and other contributions of research.
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6.2.

Reflection

This research has several scientific and societal contributions. This study has discussed the One State
Solution (OSS) and the Two State Solution (TSS), Peace to Prosperity, the role of sovereignty- including
a relationship with a peace proposal, the role of NGOs in peace proposals and the role of social media
in peace proposals for Israel-Palestine. These topics provide contributions to multiple scientific debate,
but there are also limitations in this research. However, these limitations create possibilities for future
research.

6.2.1. One and Two State Solution
This research has focused on the difference between the One State Solution (OSS) and the Two State
Solution (TSS). The scientific and societal debate between both solutions is based on the OSS versus
the TSS. However, this research shows that the debate between the OSS and TSS is rather based on
the name instead of its content. In a TSS there would be two equal sovereign states in the Westphalian
state system. However, this is not the case in Peace to Prosperity. For instance, Israel would control
the borders of Palestine, which would create rather a one Israeli state, with internal borders, instead
of two equal states.
The NGOs supporting a TSS did not support Peace to Prosperity. Trump’s plan did not relate to the
vision of the TSS NGOs. Sovereignty was an important concept in the rejection. The solution of the
borders, capital and the role of the authority of Israel did not relate to any of the three NGOs in this
case-study. Besides, there were small differences in the solution between the three TSS NGOs. It
proved that there is not one single TSS, but that there are multiple interpretations and visions of the
solutions and put under one name.
On the other hand, the OSS NGOs show no clarity about the borders and the authority within one
single state. There are multiple versions of an OSS. The TSS NGOs also show that they have different
visions of aspects of sovereignty, for instance in the case of Jerusalem. This research makes clarifies
that people should not debate an OSS versus the TSS, but rather look to the content of a solution.
The vision of the OSS and TSS is discussed from the perspective of the NGOs. However, this is a limited
vision on the solutions for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. It is interesting how individual states, or state
organisations such as the UN and the EU, envisions the solution for Israel-Palestine. It could give a
difference within the TSS vision of the international community. This could be a possibility for future
research, as in the end a sovereign state must be accepted by other states.

6.2.2. Peace to Prosperity
The second element of this study is Peace to Prosperity. The plan was launched in 28th January 2020.
There was no scientific literature about Peace to Prosperity, because it is a very recent peace proposal.
Only opinions in newspapers, statements of international (state) organisations such as the EU or the
UN were available. These organisations have a diplomatic critical attitude toward Peace to Prosperity.
This research shows – from the NGOs perspective – that there is almost zero support for Trump’s plan.
The NGOs demonstrated in multiple Tweets and Facebook posts that the EU, Arab states, US congress
or other political actors are not supporting the plan either. Some political actors are not directly
rejecting the plan, but they are also not supporting the plan. So, the support for the plan is very limited.
Shortly after the release of Peace to Prosperity, the US officially recognised Israeli settlements in the
West Bank and the Golan Heights. After all, even without Peace to Prosperity, the US would back Israel
in the annexation of the West Bank and the Golan Heights. Peace to Prosperity is not a plan which will
resolve the conflict between Israel and Palestine. However, also the US and Israel do not take their
plan seriously if they do not stick to plan. This research shows that despite all the effort that has gone
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into this new peace proposal, Peace to Prosperity is not a plan to resolve the conflict between Israel
and Palestine.
This research showed that the NGOs rejected Peace to Prosperity, but it also gave insight in the reasons
why they rejected the plan. The annexation of the Palestinian Territories by Israel is one of the main
reasons for the rejection. It is a one-sided proposal, because the Palestinians are not even at the
negotiation table. The implementation of annexation on the 1st of July 2020 shows that the plan has
direct consequences to people’s live.
Limitations
A limitation of this research is that it only discussed part A and not part B. Besides, it focused on the
implications of sovereignty. This research did not include the refugee issue, prisoner exchange, the
plan for wastewater or the economic investments in the discussion about Peace to Prosperity. Yet,
these elements are also very important to come to a sustainable and viable solution for Israel and
Palestine. This research gave the first look on Peace to Prosperity by relating it to sovereignty, but also
the plan of waste water have direct consequences for people’s live. It is also urgent to study these
aspects to see the implications for people by the annexation of Israel and could be an important aspect
in the study of Peace to Prosperity for future research.
Besides, this research is limited to the evaluation of NGOs on Peace to Prosperity. Multiple authors
have discussed the positive role of NGOs in peace proposals, including the recognition of a peace
proposal (Thomas, 2001; Hansen & Stepputat, 2006; Marcinkute, 2011). The NGOs already showed
some of the reactions of the EU, Arab states or US congress members and presidential candidates. This
research did not focus on the evaluation of these political actors. Peace to Prosperity undermines the
UN. Therefore, it could be an interesting case to look at the evaluation of Peace to Prosperity by
individual states and state organisations.

6.2.3. Sovereignty in peace proposals
The theoretical framework (chapter 2) referred to multiple authors who put sovereignty at stake
(Angew, 2005; Barkin & Cronin, 1994; Annan, 1999). Sovereignty will become less important if
authorities are not able to control all transborder flows, by network processes such as the internet.
Besides, they argue that a state's authority will become less important and networks can cross borders.
However, this case study shows that sovereignty is still important and is a necessary concept for states.
Peace proposals are still based on the principles of sovereignty.
This research contributed to the understanding of sovereignty. Two components – Territory and
Authority – and two dimensions - International Recognition and Domestic Control were used in this
research. Other researchers have defined sovereignty in multiple categories, such as Westphalia
sovereignty or interdependence sovereignty (Krasnar, 2001), so it looks like there are multiple types
of sovereignty. However, this research shows that the (sub)components are interwoven with the two
dimensions Domestic Control and the International Recognition. For instance, sovereignty includes a
solution for borders, capital and the systems for the function of authority. This was presented in one
model with relationships between the components and dimensions of sovereignty, without the
separation of the components and dimensions.
A peace proposal is generally understood as the change of de jure sovereignty. This is the recognition
of states borders and authority. A peace proposal could change the de facto situation. However, de
facto sovereignty could also legalize the de jure sovereignty as in this case. Israel's presence in the
West Bank and the Golan Heights would be legalized by Peace to Prosperity. Thus, a peace plan is not
only a proposal to change the de facto situation, but it could also legalize the de facto sovereignty.
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Thus, the components and dimensions of sovereignty are still important in the success of a peace
proposal. Maybe this is also a problem with peace proposals. What will happen if Israel/Palestine
becomes neither a state for Israeli’s or for Palestinians but land under an international flag. It requires
another vision for a peace proposal and a borderless solution.

6.2.4. Role of NGOs in peace proposals and sovereignty
There is limited literature about the role of NGOs in peace proposals and their role in making and
unmaking sovereignty. Peace proposals – related to sovereignty – is a matter of states and territories.
Yet the theoretical framework discussed that NGO’s could play a role in the two dimensions of
sovereignty – International Recognition and Domestic Control. Marcinkute (2011) argues that NGO’s
pressure states by relating to international law. Only the NGO PCHR continuously relates to
international law. However, the vision on sovereignty of the NGOs itself was more important than a
rejection based on international law. Therefore, this case-study does not follow Marcinkute’s (2011)
argument in the role of NGOs.
NGOs also have a role in the dimension Domestic Control (Chocrane, 2000). However, the role of NGOs
as actively taking over the role of an authority is limited. The dimension Domestic Control was visible
by Peace Now. They organised a rally to actively pressure on Israel and the US to not integrate the
ideas of the deal. The NGOs took a leading role in the rejection of Peace to Prosperity within the Israeli
society. Apparently, the NGOs pressure to stop the integration of Peace to Prosperity was limited,
because Israel officially annexed part of the West Bank in July 2020. Nevertheless, this research
supports the statement of Chocrane (2000) that NGO’s have more influence in stronger states, such as
Israel’s power over Palestine.
The vision of NGOs contributed to the rejection of Peace to Prosperity. This vision includes the vision
for the solution and also the work of an NGO. For instance, Zochrot rejected the plan because of the
unresolved solution for the Nakba and J Street focused on the political system of Israel and the role of
Netanyahu. The vision of an NGO is important in the support or the rejection of a peace proposal. A
vision of the NGO and the support for a deal could not be separated. It is important to keep in mind
what the background of an NGO is, rather than only evaluating their visions towards Peace to
Prosperity.
Limitation
The vision of the NGOs led to the rejection of Peace to Prosperity. However, this research did not
research the effects of the rejection on the audience of the NGOs. The NGOs show the support or the
rejection of other political actors, so the support of a peace proposal could be measured. The OSF and
ICAHD – OSS NGOs – reacted on the statement of the EU and J Street – a TSS NGOs – also included the
EU, the UN and US Congress and presidential candidates and their statements. Yet, looking directly to
the statements of other political actors, mentioned by the NGOs, could give a better overview of the
support or rejection of Trump’s plan.
This research focused on the online evaluation of Peace to Prosperity by NGOs. Peace Nows’ rally
against Peace to Prosperity slightly shows the engagement of an NGO with their public. However, this
research did not relate to the (priming) effects of the NGOs public to the audience. Yet, it could be
interesting to see to what extent the public agrees with the vision of the NGOs. Future research could
look closer to the effects of social media posts to see the effect of a vision into a society.
Besides, this research has focused on the comparison of a One State Solution (OSS) versus the Two
State Solution (TSS) NGOs. This research concluded that it is more important to look at the content of
a peace proposal instead of the name. There are also NGOs, for example Jewish Voice for Peace, who
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promote peace but do not support a solution defined as an OSS or TSS. This research did not include
the 'swinging' NGOs. It could be interesting to see how these 'not solution defined' NGOs reject to
Peace to Prosperity. Maybe these NGOs gives an interesting pattern over time in the change of the
vision toward the conflict between Israel and Palestine.

6.2.5. Online evaluation
This research used data from online platforms. The websites statements, Facebook posts and Tweets
are used as data information. There is already much information about Facebook and Twitter as tools
in conflict areas and the case of Israel and Palestine (Hamdy & Gomaa, 2012; Lev-On, 2018; Wasike,
2017). This research adds to the existing literature about social media in the conflict between Israel
and Palestine by looking at a peace proposal and the rejection of the plan.
The rejection of Peace to Prosperity on Twitter and Facebook shows that the argumentation between
Facebook and Twitter is not very different. Logically, on Facebook the NGOs have more space to give
arguments to reject Peace to Prosperity. However, the content between Facebook and Twitter was
not much different. The same photos, videos and texts were used. Yet, Facebook was used by all the
six NGOs in the rejection, whereas only four NGOs used Twitter. Thus, Facebook is the most favourable
tool to interact with the public. Yet, this research did not make it clear why Facebook is prioritized over
Twitter. A different audience could be target by Facebook than Twitter. It could also be a financial
reason. Maybe it is cheaper to promote on Facebook than on Twitter or its easier to target a specific
group on Facebook than on Twitter. Next research could look in-depth to reasons why Facebook is
prioritized over Twitter by these NGOs.
Moreover, this study includes a relationship with sovereignty on social media. There was no study
before which operationalised sovereignty and researched it via social media posts. This case-study
shows that the content of social media posts consists of a lot of information about sovereignty, but
that is different between the organisations. NGOs with a clear vision on sovereignty and who posted
more posts on Twitter and Facebook also referred more to sovereignty.
Limitations
This research has limitations in the online evaluation of Peace to Prosperity. There was no equal
distribution in the number of Tweets, Facebook posts or having a website statement or not by the six
NGOs. The dataset used all possible data on Twitter and Facebook, but J Street posted a lot more
Tweets and Facebook posts than Zochrot for example. The amount of data for the evaluation of
sovereignty was not equally distributed. However, it already says something about the impact of an
organisation in their capabilities to play a part on the international stage and influence peace
proposals.
Besides, this research only focusses on online platforms Twitter and Facebook, but these are more
popular in western countries. Platforms as WeChat, YouTube or Instagram are also influential social
media platforms. Using other social media platforms in research could give another dimension in the
support or rejection of a peace proposal by other members of the international community.
Another implication is that this research only focusses on the recognition at the international level with
the English language. However, it could be interesting to see how Hebrew or Arab speaking NGOs are
reacting to the deal and if there is a difference between Israeli and Palestinian NGOs. After all, both
states must accept each other to reach a viable peace agreement.
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Final word
This research shows that the vision of the OSS and the TSS looks unified between two units, but the
reality is that there are multiple interpretations of an OSS and a TSS. Peace to Prosperity was not a TSS,
but also not an OSS. It is a peace proposal with nothing of both sides. The plan therefore fails to come
to a viable peace for Israel and Palestine. With the official annexation of Israel in the West Bank, the
future does not look bright to solve the conflict. People need to stand together to find a solution,
because Trump and Netanyahu will not find peace by this plan. However, people must stay positive,
even in the darkest times. The NGOs show that there are people that really want to find a real solution,
It is a starting point for the future. As Mandela once said: It always seems impossible until it is done.
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